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Abstract
The propagation of light waves across a periodic array of evanescently coupled optical
waveguides can be described by a Schro¨dinger-like equation for a particle in a peri-
odic potential. This mapping allows us to investigate the dynamics of electrons in a
crystalline solid using an artificial crystal of optical waveguides, known as a photonic
lattice. The unique capabilities of ultrafast laser inscription enable us to design, fabri-
cate and precisely control various properties of a photonic lattice. Here, we focus on the
experimental construction of the Hamiltonians associated with various complex quan-
tum systems using engineered photonic lattices, and then measure the time evolution of
a given input state. In this photonic platform, we experimentally observe various single
particle effects known from solid-state physics, such as the localised states associated
with flat-band lattice geometries, localised Wannier-Stark states, photon-assisted tun-
nelling and the anomalous topological edge modes in slowly-driven lattices. Specific
phenomena associated with particle interactions, such as the dynamics of two interact-
ing particles in a one-dimensional lattice with static and sinusoidally driven Hubbard
Hamiltonian, is also investigated. The experimental results presented here will be of in-
terest to a large community, including physicists working on photonics, quantum optics,
cold atomic gases, and condensed-matter physics.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Aim of the thesis
Ultrafast laser inscription is a laser-based manufacturing technique that allows a power-
ful platform to modify refractive index inside a transparent dielectric material, and one
application of which is the direct laser writing of three-dimensional optical waveguide
structures. The aim of this thesis is to utilise the unique capabilities of this fabrication
technique to experimentally investigate the photonic analogues of various solid-state
phenomena. Predicting the behaviour of quasiparticles, such as electrons, inside a crys-
talline solid is at the heart of solid-state physics. Elucidating the dynamics of quasiparti-
cles using periodic arrays of coupled optical waveguides, known as photonic lattices, has
recently attracted great attention in both theoretical and experimental physics. A care-
fully engineered artificial crystal of optical waveguides enables one to experimentally
simulate various intriguing quantum phenomena. One of the most attractive features of
this classical simulator is that it offers the possibility to directly visualise the time evolu-
tion of the analogous wavefunction by measuring the electric field distribution along the
propagation direction. Another fascinating degree of freedom in this photonic setup is
that one can excite a specific initial state and observe its evolution in a clean environment
which may be difficult or inaccessible in other experimental platforms.
Engineering an array of coupled optical waveguides involves controlling the evanes-
cent coupling among the waveguides and the propagation constant of each waveguide in
the array. Ultrafast laser inscription offers the possibility to fabricate three-dimensional
arrays of optical waveguides with a core size of a few micrometres. By using high preci-
sion translation stages, ultrafast laser inscription also enables the relative positions of the
waveguides in the array to be controlled on the scale of a few nanometres – enabling pre-
cise control of the evanescent coupling strength. The modification the refractive index
inside the substrate, which occurs due to a nonlinear optical absorption process, depends
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on the deposition of the light energy in the focal region. This can be tuned in a variety of
ways, but for the purpose of this thesis we controlled the refractive index, and hence the
propagation constant of the waveguides by adjusting the pulse energy and/or translation
speed. The primary objective of this work is to control the above-mentioned parameters
and fabricate waveguide based devices where the propagation of light is governed by
a desired Hamiltonian and hence, experimentally simulate quantum phenomena using
classical optical simulators.
1.2 Thesis outline
In Chapter 2, it will be shown that the propagation of light waves across a straight pho-
tonic lattice can be described by a Schro¨dinger-like equation for a quasiparticle moving
in a periodic potential. In the tight binding approximation, the evolution of light inten-
sity along the propagation direction will be numerically calculated for one-dimensional
and two-dimensional lattice geometries. The photonic analogue of the static and alter-
nating electric field will also be discussed.
In Chapter 3, the ultrafast laser inscription technique will be discussed briefly. We
will mainly focus on discussing the parameter space and different techniques relevant to
this work. Then the techniques used to evaluate the coupling constant and waveguide
refractive index will be presented.
A novel technique of light-trapping will be discussed in Chapter 4. This is achieved
by using lattice geometries that support non-dispersive (or flat) bands. In this chapter,
we consider two different flat-band lattices; the first is a quasi-one-dimensional rhombic
lattice and the second is a two-dimensional Lieb lattice. The diffractionless propagation
of light in these flat-band lattices will be experimentally demonstrated by launching
carefully prepared input states that excite a superposition of flat-band modes.
The experimental simulation of the dynamics of an electron in the external electric field
will be discussed in Chapter 5. In the presence of a static field, we realise a Wannier-
Stark ladder and demonstrate Wannier-Stark localisation when the field strength is much
stronger than the tunnelling rate. We then present the effect of static and resonant sinu-
soidal fields and demonstrate the photonic analogue of photon-assisted tunnelling using
circularly curved and sinusoidally modulated photonic lattices.
In Chapter 6, it will be shown how an engineered photonic square lattice can be used to
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experimentally simulate the one-dimensional two-particle Hubbard model. In the strong
interaction regime of the Hubbard Hamiltonian, the formation of a bound state will be
presented. The coherent destruction of tunnelling for the paired particles will also be
demonstrated in the presence of a high-frequency alternating force.
In Chapter 7, we demonstrate the photonic analogue of the anomalous Floquet topologi-
cal insulators. The experimental observation of a novel type of edge mode, which has no
static analogue, will be presented using slowly-driven photonic square lattices. These
robust chiral edge modes exist even if all the bulk bands are associated with zero-Chern
number. The topology of the system is captured by the topological invariants known as
winding numbers.
In Chapter 8, the conclusions and future scopes will be presented.
3
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Chapter 2
Waveguide arrays as an optical analogue of solid-state systems
2.1 Introduction
The dynamics of electrons in crystals poses many interesting problems depending on
the lattice geometry, external fields, presence of disorders and inter-particle interactions.
Investigating these intriguing problems is one of the most challenging tasks in modern
physics. For example, probing a microscopic quantum system is often difficult because
of various complications that arise due to the unwanted many-body environment, vari-
ous nonlinear and/or time-dependent terms in the Schro¨dinger equation and difficulties
to excite a specific initial state. In recent years, the experimental investigation of various
artificial crystals, such as cold atoms in optical lattices [1–3], proves to be a promising
platform for the study of analogous large scale quantum phenomena. Another promising
platform to perform the classical simulation of quantum phenomena is the periodic ar-
rays of coupled optical waveguides, known as photonic lattices [4, 5]. The propagation
of light waves across a periodic array of coupled optical waveguides mimics the time
evolution of the electronic wavefunction in a periodic potential. Due to this mapping,
the photonic analogue of various solid-state phenomena can be realised using appropri-
ately engineered photonic lattices. As with cold atoms in optical lattices, this artificial
system allows us to access a desired Hamiltonian and hence, acts as a powerful platform
for the study of various complex quantum mechanical effects in a clean environment.
Indeed, photonic lattices are ideal systems to study various effects in the absence of
undesired excitations such as phonons in a real solid.
In this chapter, the mapping between the electronic and the photonic system will be
discussed. At first, the Schro¨dinger-like equation governing the evolution of light waves
in a photonic lattice will be derived from Maxwell’s equations. The effect of bending the
propagation axis of the photonic lattice will then be discussed, to clarify how analogous
electric fields can be realised in photonic systems.
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2.2 Schro¨dinger-like equation
In this section, we will derive the Schro¨dinger-like equation that governs the propagation
of light in a straight two-dimensional photonic lattice. A two-dimensional array of
optical waveguides, inscribed inside a glass (e.g. borosilicate) medium, is an isotropic,
linear, non-magnetic and dielectric medium with refractive index distribution, n(x, y, z).
Maxwell’s equations [6, 7] in this medium can be written as:
∇× E = −∂B
∂t
= −µ0∂H
∂t
, (2.1)
∇×H = ∂D
∂t
= 0n
2∂E
∂t
, (2.2)
∇ ·D = 0, (2.3)
∇ ·B = 0, (2.4)
where B = µ0H, D = E = 0n2E . Here, B, H, E and D represent the magnetic
induction, magnetic intensity, electric field and displacement vector respectively, µ0 and
0 are the permeability and permittivity of free space respectively. Now using the above
equations one obtains the following vector wave equation [8] for the electric field vector
associated with an electromagnetic wave propagating in this medium:
∇2E +∇
(
1
n2
∇n2.E
)
− µ00n2∂
2E
∂t2
= 0. (2.5)
It should be noted that Eq. (2.5) is obtained without any approximation. Although, here
we consider isotropic medium, the x and y components of the electric field vector are
coupled in Eq. (2.5) due to the second term.
Approximation 1: Here we consider ultrafast laser inscribed optical waveguides with
weak refractive index contrast. In other words, (neff − n0)  n0 where n0 and neff
are the refractive index of the substrate and the effective refractive index of the guided
mode respectively. In this situation, the second term in Eq. (2.5) can be ignored, which
is known as the weakly guiding approximation. Under this approximation there is no
coupling between the x and the y components of the electric filed if the medium is
isotropic. Hence, the propagation of light waves is governed by the following scalar
wave equation:
∇2Ψ− µ00n2∂
2Ψ
∂t2
= 0. (2.6)
Here, Ψ(x, y, z, t) ↔ Ex,y is the x or y component of electric field. Now the time
dependence of the electric field can be written as Ψ(t) = Ψ exp(−iωt) where ω is the
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angular frequency of the electromagnetic wave. Substituting this expression in Eq. (2.6)
we obtain
∇2Ψ(x, y, z) + k20n2(x, y, z)Ψ(x, y, z) = 0, (2.7)
where k0=ω/c=1/λ¯, c=1/
√
µ00 and λ=2piλ¯ is the free space wavelength.
Approximation 2: In case of a straight array of optical waveguides, the refractive in-
dex profile remains unchanged along the propagation direction (z), and the solutions of
Eq. (2.7) can be written as Ψ(x, y, z) = ψ(x, y, z) exp(iβz), where β ≈ n0/λ¯ is known
as the propagation constant. Note that the electric field amplitude is represented as the
product of a slowly varying complex field amplitude and a fast oscillating wave, and
this is known as the slowly varying approximation or the paraxial approximation. This
approximation is also valid when the waveguide path bends slowly so that the wavefront
tilt is negligible. Under this approximation ∂
2
∂z2
ψ→0 and Eq. (2.7) becomes
∂2ψ
∂x2
+
∂2ψ
∂y2
+ i2β
∂ψ
∂z
− β2ψ + k20n2ψ = 0,
or, iλ¯
∂ψ
∂z
= − λ¯
2
2n0
( ∂2
∂x2
+
∂2
∂y2
)
ψ +
1
2n0
(n20 − n2)ψ. (2.8)
We write the refractive index profile as n(x, y) =n0 + ∆n(x, y), and (n20 − n2)/2n0≈
−∆n(x, y). Hence,
iλ¯
∂
∂z
ψ(x, y, z) =
[
− λ¯
2
2n0
∇2⊥ −∆n(x, y)
]
ψ(x, y, z) = Hˆψ(x, y, z), (2.9)
where∇2⊥ (= ∂
2
∂x2
+ ∂
2
∂y2
) is the transverse Laplacian operator. Note that4n(x, y) will be
periodic for a periodic array of waveguides. In that case, Eq. (2.9) is analogous to the
Schro¨dinger equation for a quasiparticle (e.g. an electron) moving in a periodic potential
in the absence of external electric fields. Here, the propagation direction of light (z)
plays the role of time in the Schro¨dinger equation, the envelope of the electric field,
ψ(x, y, z), is analogous to the wavefunction, and the refractive index profile acts as the
effective potential for the light field, V (x, y)≡−4n(x, y). Eq. (2.9) is an eigenvalue
equation and the eigenvalues are the effective refractive indices of the corresponding
eigenmodes. Remembering the analogy of this equation with the Schro¨dinger equation,
we shall call the operator Hˆ, a Hamiltonian.
In this thesis, we consider periodic arrays of single-mode waveguides where the waveg-
uides are well separated such that the modes interact with each other through evanescent
coupling. In this situation, coupled mode theory or tight binding approximation can be
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used to describe the evolution of electric field along the propagation direction. In Sec-
tion 2.3 we first introduce evanescent coupling and then in Section 2.4 we discuss the
tight binding model.
2.3 Evanescent coupling
This section presents the theory of evanescently coupled two optical waveguides [9,
10]. The electromagnetic (EM) field of a guided mode extends beyond the core region
into the surrounding host medium, decaying exponentially as one moves away from
the waveguide boundary. The exponentially decaying tail of the EM field is called the
evanescent wave, first demonstrated by J. C. Bose [11] (see also [12]) using short Hertz
waves (e.g. λ = 20 cm). When two straight waveguides are close together, such that
the evanescent fields of the guided modes overlap, one waveguide mode interacts with
the other one, which may result in the transfer of optical energy from one waveguide to
another. Such a device is called a directional coupler.
For an isolated waveguide (i.e. when there is no evanescent coupling) the modal field
varies with the propagation direction, z, in the form exp(iβ′z); where β′ is the propa-
gation constant of the mode. This suggests that the differential equation describing the
evolution of the amplitude of the modal field, ψ(z), with the propagation direction can
be written as
i
dψ
dz
= −β′ψ. (2.10)
When two waveguides are evanescently coupled, the presence of the one waveguide can
be considered as a dielectric perturbation on the second one and vice versa; see [9]. In
this situation, the differential equations become [13]
i
dψ1
dz
= −β1ψ1 − κ12ψ2, (2.11)
i
dψ2
dz
= −β2ψ2 − κ21ψ1, (2.12)
where κ12 and κ21 describe the strength of evanescent coupling, β1 and β2 are the prop-
agation constants of the two waveguides and ψ1, ψ2 are the electric field amplitudes of
the guided modes in WG 1 and WG 2 respectively. To solve these coupled differential
equations, it is postulated that a system of two evanescently coupled waveguides sup-
port modes which propagate with propagation constant β and are a superposition of the
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modes supported by WG 1 and WG 2 with amplitudes A and B, i.e.
ψ1 = A exp(iβz), (2.13)
ψ2 = B exp(iβz). (2.14)
Substituting Eq. (2.13) and (2.14) in Eq. (2.11) and (2.12)
A(β1 − β) +Bκ12 = 0, (2.15)
B(β2 − β) + Aκ21 = 0. (2.16)
From Eq. (2.15)-(2.16), we can write
β2 − β(β1 + β2) + β1β2 − κ12κ21 = 0,
or, β =
1
2
(β1 + β2)±
{1
4
(β1 − β2)2 + κ2
}1/2
=βs,a, (2.17)
where κ =
√
κ12κ21. Therefore, the coupled waveguides support two independent
modes. The symmetric mode propagates with propagation constant βs, and the asym-
metric mode propagates with propagation constant βa. Hence, the general solution of
Eq. (2.11) and (2.12) can be written as
ψ1(z) = As exp(iβsz) + Aa exp(iβaz), (2.18)
ψ2(z) =
βs − β1
κ12
As exp(iβsz) +
βa − β1
κ12
Aa exp(iβaz). (2.19)
Now if light is launched at one of the waveguides (say WG 1) at the input, it can be
assumed that ψ1(z = 0) = 1 and ψ2(z = 0)=0. Hence,
As + Aa = 1, and
βs − β1
κ12
As +
βa − β1
κ12
Aa = 0. (2.20)
or, As =
β1 − βa
βs − βa , and Aa =
βs − β1
βs − βa . (2.21)
The power carried by WG 1 and WG 2 are proportional to |ψ1(z)|2 and |ψ2(z)|2 respec-
tively. Substituting Eq. (2.21) in Eq. (2.18) and (2.19):
|ψ1(z)|2 =1− κ
2
1
4
(β1 − β2)2 + κ2 sin
2
[{1
4
(β1 − β2)2 + κ2
} 1
2
z
]
, (2.22)
|ψ2(z)|2 = 1−|ψ1(z)|2 = κ
2
1
4
(β1 − β2)2 + κ2 sin
2
[{1
4
(β1 − β2)2 + κ2
} 1
2
z
]
. (2.23)
Hence, there is a periodic exchange of energy between the two coupled waveguides with
a period 2Lc where Lc is given by
Lc =
pi
2
[
1
4
(β1 − β2)2 + κ2
] 1
2
. (2.24)
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Fig. 2.1: Variation of normalised optical power in WG 1 of a directional coupler as a function of
κz/pi [z is the interaction length, κ is the coupling constant] for ∆β=0 and ∆β=
√
6κ.
WG 1 was excited at the input (z=0). For ∆β=0, complete transfer of optical power
occurs after a minimal interaction length, pi/(2κ)≡Lc. Note that complete transfer of
optical power is not possible if ∆β 6=0.
Lc is known as the coupling length of the direction coupler which corresponds to the
minimal interaction length for maximal power transfer. Now for two identical waveg-
uides, assuming β1 − β2=0 and κ12=κ21=
√
κ, Eq. (2.22), (2.23) and (2.24) become
|ψ1(z)|2 = cos2(κz), |ψ2(z)|2 = sin2(κz),
and Lc =
pi
2κ
. (2.25)
Fig. 2.1 presents the variation of power in WG 1 as a function of interaction length for
∆β = β1 − β2 = 0 (solid curve). When the interaction length is equal to the coupling
length, Lc, the power in the WG 1 is zero; that means the optical energy has fully trans-
ferred to WG 2. Now as can be seen from Fig. 2.1, for ∆β 6= 0 (dotted curve), i.e. if
the two waveguides are not identical, complete transfer of optical energy is not possible,
and the coupling length is less than pi/(2κ).
A directional coupler discussed in this section is, perhaps, the simplest optical device
which is analogous to a static two-level quantum system described by the Hamiltonian
Hˆ0. In this case, there are only two eigenstates φ1 and φ2 and the eigenvalue equations
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can be written as
Hˆ0 |φ1〉 = E1 |φ1〉 ,
Hˆ0 |φ2〉 = E2 |φ2〉 ,
with 〈φ1|φ2〉 = 0.
Here E1,2↔ βs,a and |φ1,2〉↔ ψ1 ± ψ2. Now one can intuitively generalise Eq. (2.11)
(see also [13, 14]) for an infinite array of identical waveguides as
i
dψn
dz
= −βψn − κ(ψn+1 + ψn−1), (2.26)
where κ is the coupling constant between the adjacent waveguides [considering only
nearest neighbour coupling]. It is assumed that the presence of a third waveguide does
not alter the coupling between two adjacent waveguides significantly. In the next sec-
tion, we will show that this coupled mode equation can also be derived using the tight
binding model, and obtain an analytic expression for ψn(z).
2.4 Tight binding Model
2.4.1 One-dimensional lattice
In this section, we present the Hamiltonian associated with a straight one-dimensional
photonic lattice and then obtain the eigenstate and eigenvalues. Let us consider a
one-dimensional periodic array with one waveguide per basis, ∆n(x + a) = ∆n(x),
where a is the lattice constant; see Fig. 2.2 (a). The waveguides are labelled by n =
...,−2,−1, 0, 1, 2, .... The evolution of light waves (or the dynamics of a quasiparticle)
in this system can be described by the following Hamiltonian:
Hˆ =
[
− λ¯
2
2n0
∂2
∂x2
−∆n(x)
]
. (2.27)
We assume that light energy can transfer from one site to its nearest neighbour sites
only, and that κ is the nearest neighbour hopping amplitude. In the second quantisation
formalism [15], the nearest neighbour tight binding Hamiltonian can be written as:
HˆTB = −β
∑
n
aˆ†naˆn − κ
∑
n
aˆ†n(aˆn+1 + aˆn−1), (2.28)
where aˆ†n (aˆn) is the creation (annihilation) operator at the n-th lattice site and β is the
on-site energy (propagation constant). Assuming that the lattice is composed of N unit
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Fig. 2.2: (a) A finite array of coupled optical waveguides. Here a is the lattice constant, z is
the propagation direction of light. (b) Band structure of a one-dimensional photonic
lattice. Note that β was chosen to be zero.
cells, the Fourier transformation aˆk = (1/
√
N)
∑
m aˆm exp(ikam) yields the following
tight binding Hamiltonian in k-space:
Hˆk =
∑
k
aˆ†k[−β − 2κ cos(ka)]aˆk, (2.29)
where k = 2pin/(Na). (Note that β represents nothing but the choice of the zero of
analogous energy). Here we have discussed the simplest case, a one-dimensional lattice
with one waveguide per basis, and the Fourier transformed Hamiltonian is a 1×1 matrix
in this case. Fig. 2.2 (b) shows the resultant band structure.
To solve the eigenvalue equation i∂zψ= HˆTBψ, the wavefunction (envelope of electric
field), ψ, is expanded in terms of localised Wannier functions [16]
ψ =
N∑
n=1
cna
†
n |0〉 , (2.30)
where |0〉 is the vacuum state and cn is the the expansion coefficient which physically
means the electric field amplitude at the n-th waveguide. Substituting Eq. (2.30) in the
eigenvalue equation and using Eq (2.28), the following secular equation is obtained for
the expansion coefficient, cn
i
∂
∂z
cn = −βcn − κ(cn+1 + cn−1). (2.31)
Eq. (2.31) is known as the coupled mode equation and can be solved numerically to
obtain the evolution of the wavefunction, ψ, along the propagation direction, z. Note
that Eq. (2.31) and Eq. (2.26) are identical.
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Fig. 2.3: (a) Numerically calculated evolution of light intensity along the propagation direction
of a one-dimensional (finite) photonic lattice with 15 waveguides. Input condition:
E0(z = 0) = 1, only the central waveguide was excited, κ= 0.05 mm−1. The inten-
sity at the n-th waveguide varies as J 2n (2κz) which is expected from the analytical
expression, Eq. (2.34). (b-f) The output intensity distribution calculated for five differ-
ent values of propagation distance, z (indicated on the right hand side of each image).
Each image is normalised such that the maximum output intensity is 1. See Ref. [17]
for an experimental realisation.
To obtain an analytical expression of cn, Eq. (2.31) can be rearranged as
1
2κ
[ ∂
∂z
cn − iβcn
]
e−iβz = i
1
2
[
cn+1 + cn−1
]
e−iβz,
or,
∂
∂(2κz)
[
cne
−iβz] = i1
2
[
cn+1 + cn−1
]
e−iβz,
or,
∂
∂(2κz)
[
i−ncne−iβz
]
=
1
2
[
i−(n−1)cn−1 − i−(n+1)cn+1
]
e−iβz. (2.32)
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Now comparing Eq. 2.32 with the following recurrence relation for the Bessel function
of first kind:
∂
∂x
Jm(x) = 1
2
[Jm−1(x)− Jm+1(x)], (2.33)
and considering the fact that the central (i.e. 0-th) waveguide is excited at the input of
the photonic lattice, we obtain the following expression
cn(z) = i
nJn(2κz)eiβz, (2.34)
where Jn is the Bessel function of the first kind. The intensity at the ±n-th waveguide
at the output (z=z0) of the photonic lattice is given by |cn|2 = J 2n (2κz0).
Let us now consider a one-dimensional (finite) photonic lattice with N identical waveg-
uides. In this case, the tight binding Hamiltonian will be a N×N matrix in real space.
The Schro¨dinger-like equation can be numerically solved using Runge-Kutta method to
obtain the evolution of intensity along the propagation direction, see Fig. 2.3. As can
be seen from Fig. 2.3, the intensity at the n-th waveguide varies as J 2n (2κz), which is
expected from the analytical expression, Eq. (2.34). In this calculation κ=0.05 mm−1,
N = 15 and the central waveguide is excited at the input, E0(z = 0) = 1. It should be
mentioned that similar results were reported in Ref. [17].
2.4.2 Two-dimensional lattice
Let us consider a N×N square array of optical waveguides, known as a photonic square
lattice; Fig. 2.4 (a, b). As discussed in the previous section, the evolution of light-waves
in this system is analogous to the dynamics of a quasiparticle in a N ×N square lattice,
and is described by the following Hamiltonian
Hˆ =
[
− λ¯
2
2n0
( ∂2
∂x2
+
∂2
∂y2
)
−∆n(x, y)
]
, (2.35)
where ∆n(x, y) is the transverse refractive index profile of the square array. Using the
nearest neighbour tight binding approximation for tightly confined identical single-mode
waveguides and setting β=0, the coupled mode equation becomes
i
dψl,m(z)
dz
=− κ(ψl+1,m + ψl−1,m + ψl,m+1 + ψl,m−1), (2.36)
where ψl,m is the envelope of the electric field at the waveguide (l,m), z is the propaga-
tion direction, and κ is the nearest neighbour coupling constant along both axes of the
lattice.
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(a)                                           (b)
Fig. 2.4: (a) Schematic diagrams of a 5×5 square lattice. Here a is the lattice constant. (b) A
5×5 array of coupled optical waveguides. Note that the lattice axes are rotated by 450
with respect to the vertical direction. Here (l,m) are integers labelling the lattice sites
in the 2D plane.
Fig. 2.5: Numerically calculated output intensity distributions for a photonic square lattice.
Here κ = 0.025 mm−1, propagation distance (a) L = 10 mm, (b) L = 20 mm, (c)
L = 30 mm. The central waveguide, (3, 3), was excited at the input. The dashed
square in (a) indicates the edges of the lattice.
Fig. 2.5 shows numerically calculated output intensity distributions for a photonic square
lattice at three different propagation distances. Here κ = 0.025 mm−1 and the central
waveguide, (3, 3), was excited at the input.
2.5 Curved photonic lattices
In this section, we will discuss the effect of curving or bending the propagation axis of
a photonic lattice. It will be shown that a circular bending is analogous to driving the
lattice by a static filed, where the radius of curvature is a measure of the strength of the
field. Originally, this idea was proposed by Lenz et al. [18] to predict the possibility to
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observe optical Bloch oscillations in circularly curved photonic lattices. We also show
that a sinusoidal modulation of the paths of the waveguides in the array mimics the
dynamics of a quasiparticle in a sinusoidally driven lattice. Two different approaches to
mathematically handle this problem will be discussed.
2.5.1 Conformal transformation
To analyse light propagation in curved waveguides, we use the approach which was
reported in Heiblum et al. [19]. Let us first consider a circularly curved single-mode
optical waveguide in the laboratory coordinate system (x, y, z); see Fig. 2.6 (a). The
inner and outer radii are R1 and R2. The scalar wave equation for the electric field
envelop, Ψ(x, y, z), is given by
[ ∂2
∂x2
+
∂2
∂y2
+
∂2
∂z2
+k20n
2(x, y, z)
]
Ψ(x, y, z) = 0, (2.37)
where k0 is the free space wave vector and n(x, y, z) is the refractive index profile of
the waveguide. It should be highlighted that the refractive index profile appears as
a constant at each value of z. Let us assume that the waveguide is bending only in
x-z plane; we ignore y coordinate for the time being. We wish to analyse the light
propagation in a new coordinate system (u, v), which is defined as: W = u + iv =
f(Z) = f(x + iz), see Ref. [18, 19]. In this new coordinate system, using Cauchy
Riemann relations (i.e. ∂u/∂x=∂v/∂z and ∂u/∂z=−∂v/∂x), the scalar wave equation
becomes
[ ∂2
∂u2
+
∂2
∂v2
+
∣∣∣ dZ
dW
∣∣∣2k20n2]Ψ(u, v) = 0, (2.38)
where |∂W/∂Z|2 = (∂u/∂x)2+(∂u/∂z)2. Consider a logarithmic conformal transfor-
mation,
W = R ln
(Z
R
)
, (2.39)
for which
∣∣dZ/dW ∣∣=exp(u/R). Now Eq. (2.38) can be written as
[ ∂2
∂u2
+
∂2
∂v2
+k20n
2 exp(2u/R)
]
Ψ(u, v) = 0. (2.40)
Eq. (2.40) describes a straight waveguide with a new refractive index profile, n exp(u/R).
The width of the straight waveguide is R ln R2
R1
. For our laser inscribed optical waveg-
uides, the coordinate u varies on a micrometre scale, whereas the radius of curvature in
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Fig. 2.6: (a) A circularly curved optical waveguide in the laboratory frame, (x, z) and its confor-
mal transformation [see Eq. (2.39)]. In the new coordinate system, (u, v), the waveg-
uide is straight with a new refractive index profile. (b) A circularly curved photonic
lattice with step refractive index profile is equivalent to a straight photonic lattice where
the refractive index profile is a superposition of the original profile and a linear ramp.
See also Ref. [18, 19]
our discussions will be of the order of a few hundred millimetres. Hence, the first two
terms in the Taylor series expansion of exp(u/R) will be sufficient to consider for our
discussions; i.e. exp(u/R)≈(1 + u/R).
We now consider a one-dimensional periodic array (periodic along x direction) of circu-
larly curved optical waveguides where all the waveguides in the array are simultaneously
bending in x-z plane only; see Fig. 2.6 (b). After a similar logarithmic conformal trans-
formation, all the waveguides will be straight in the new (u, v) coordinate system with a
new refractive index profile. The scalar equation for this curved array can be written as[ ∂2
∂u2
+
∂2
∂v2
+k20n
2(1 + 2u/R)
]
Ψ(u, v) = 0, (2.41)
where n is the refractive index profile of the array. Using paraxial approximation
[i.e. Ψ = ψ exp(iβv) and ∂
2
∂v2
ψ → 0; see Section 2.2] and also remembering the fact
that typically, the index contrast for laser-fabricated waveguides is very weak (∼ 10−4
to 10−3), we write the Schro¨dinger-like equation in (u, v) coordinates for the circularly
curved photonic lattice
iλ¯
∂ψ
∂v
=
[
− λ¯
2
2n0
∂2
∂u2
−∆n(u)− n0
R
u
]
ψ(u, v). (2.42)
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Fig. 2.7: Schematic diagrams of (a) a waveguide which is slowly bending along x direction;
x0(z) describes the bending profile. (b) An example of modulated or curved photonic
lattice. Note that all the waveguides are modulating simultaneously.
Eq. (2.42) is analogous to the Schro¨dinger equation for a quasiparticle (e.g. an elec-
tron) moving in a one-dimensional lattice with an externally applied electric field (Edc)
along the negative u direction. Here the radius of curvature is a measure of the elec-
tric field: eEdc = n0/R; charge of the quasiparticle is e. Now if the radius of curvature
changes along the propagation direction, one can intuitively understand that the ampli-
tude and/or direction of the external field will change with z, the analogous time.
2.5.2 Kramers-Henneberger transformation
Kramers-Henneberger transformation is a time dependent unitary transformation which
was introduced to investigate the problem of interaction of atoms with intense light; see
for example [20]. This transformation can be used to analyse the propagation of light
in a curved one-dimensional photonic lattice under the paraxial approximation. Let us
consider that the guide axis of each waveguide in the lattice is slowly and simultaneously
bending along x-axis, indicated by x0(z), see Fig. 2.7 (a, b). The evolution of electric
field envelop is governed by the following paraxial equation [21]:
iλ¯
∂ψ(x, z)
∂z
=
[
− λ¯
2
2n0
∂2
∂x2
−∆n(x− x0(z))]ψ(x, z). (2.43)
Using Kramers-Henneberger transformation x′ = x− x0(z), z′ = z and
Φ(x′, z′) = ψ(x′, z′) exp
[
− i(n0/λ¯)∂z′x0(z′)x′ − i(n0/2λ¯)
∫ z′
0
∂z′x0(ξ)
2dξ
]
, Eq. 2.43
can be written as [22]
iλ¯
∂Φ(x′, z′)
∂z′
=
[
− λ¯
2
2n0
∂2
∂x′2
−∆n(x′)− Fx′
]
Φ(x′, z′), (2.44)
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with F = −n0∂2z′x0(z′). Eq. (2.44) is analogous to the Schro¨dinger equation for a
quasiparticle (e.g. an electron) of effective mass n0 moving in a one-dimensional peri-
odic potential, V (x′) = −∆n(x′), and an external force, F , z′ plays the role of time. If
the charge of the quasiparticle is e, then the analogue external electric field realised by
bending the lattice is given by E=F/e.
Now consider a circularly curved photonic lattice where all the waveguides have a radius
of curvature, R (R  a). The bending profile, x0(z′), of each waveguide is given
by: x20(z
′) =R2 − z′2. This implies that the analogous force is F = n0/R, which is a
static force. Similarly, in case of a sinusoidal modulation of the waveguide paths with
amplitude A and spatial frequency ω: x0(z′) =A sin(ωz′), the analogous force is given
by F =n0Aω2 sin(ωz′).
2.6 Chapter summary
In this chapter, we have discussed the propagation of light in coupled optical waveguides
and shown the mapping between a crystalline solid and an artificial crystal of optical
waveguides. We have considered one-dimensional and two-dimensional photonic lat-
tices and discussed how the band structure can be calculated in the nearest neighbour
tight binding approximation. We have also shown how a curved photonic lattice can
mimic the dynamics of an electron in a driven lattice. These mappings will be used
in the following chapters to demonstrate various phenomena known from solid-state
physics.
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Chapter 3
Ultrafast laser inscription of optical waveguides
3.1 Introduction
Under certain conditions, focused sub-bandgap femtosecond (fs) laser pulses can drive
nonlinear absorption processes inside transparent dielectric materials. The induced
micro-plasma can result in a permanent and localised modification to the material struc-
ture near the focus. In fused silica, for example, three different femtosecond laser
writing regimes have been identified where the induced modification results in either
an isotropic refractive index modification [23], a highly birefringent refractive index
change [24] or the formation of a laser induced void [25]. The regime of modification
depends on various exposure parameters such as pulse energy, pulse duration, polarisa-
tion and wavelength, as well as on the numerical aperture of the focusing lens and the
translation speed of fabrication. If correctly controlled, a smooth and isotropic refrac-
tive index modification of the order of 10−4 − 10−3 [26] can be induced using ultrafast
laser inscription, which then enables the direct fabrication of three-dimensional opti-
cal waveguides. The overall aim is to apply laser inscription to design and fabricate
tightly confined low-loss (propagation loss:∼1 dB/cm near 780 nm wavelength) optical
waveguides and waveguide arrays. Another crucial objective is to precisely control the
evanescent coupling between waveguides and the propagation constant of each waveg-
uide. In this chapter, the fabrication and characterisation of optical waveguides will be
presented.
3.2 Ultrafast laser inscription technique
Ultrafast laser inscription (ULI) is a rapidly maturing and powerful technique for the
fabrication of three-dimensional integrated photonic devices. To date, a wide variety
of devices has been realised using ULI, including evanescently coupled directional-
couplers [27], Mach-Zehnder interferometers [28], micro-lens arrays [29], waveguide
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Bragg gratings [30–32] and photonic lanterns [33]. The schematic diagram of the ex-
perimental setup used for ULI within the Photonic Instrumentation Group at Heriot-Watt
University is shown in Fig. 3.1. As shown in Fig. 3.1 (a), a transparent dielectric sub-
strate is mounted on x-y-z translation stages (Aerotech), and the fs-laser beam is focused
inside the substrate using a lens, L3. We control the power and polarisation of the laser
beam using a set of waveplates and a polarisation beam splitter. The femtosecond laser
(Menlo Systems, BlueCut) is a Yb-doped fibre laser which can supply femtosecond
pulses (between 320 fs and 440 fs) of 1030 nm light at five different pulse repetition
frequencies (PRFs=0.25, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 and 10.0 MHz).
Although refractive index modification is highly sensitive to the substrate material, ULI
has been used to fabricate waveguides in a variety of materials, including amorphous
glasses, such as fused silica [34, 35], N-BK7 [36], AF-45 [37], Eagle2000 [38], GLS [39]
etc, as well as crystalline materials such as LiNbO3 [40] and Nd: YAG [41]. Through
careful optimisation of ULI parameters, it is possible to control the geometry of the
structure to fabricate optical waveguides [42]. In case of fused silica, for example, a
positive refractive index modification, which acts as the core, can be achieved at the
focus of the laser beam resulting in a “Type I” waveguide. In case of LiNbO3, as the
refractive index modification is usually negative (“TypeII”), waveguiding is achieved by
engineering the cladding; see Ref. [43] for fabrication details of TypeI waveguides in z-
cut LiNbO3. In this work, we use borosilicate glass (AF-45 and Eagle2000) as substrate
and inscribe TypeI waveguides.
3.2.1 Fabrication configurations
As shown in Fig. 3.1 (b, c), waveguides can be fabricated using two different ULI config-
urations [44], each one having its own advantages and disadvantages. In the longitudinal
writing geometry (LWG), the cross-section of the inscribed waveguide is generally cir-
cular due to the circular symmetry of the focused laser beam. However, the length of the
structure is limited by the working distance of the focusing lens (≈ few mm). Due to the
depth-dependent aberrations [45], the refractive index profile of the inscribed waveguide
can also vary along its length, which is not desirable. In the transverse writing geom-
etry (TWG), on the contrary, the length of the waveguide is not limited by the working
distance of the lens, and almost arbitrary three-dimensional waveguide structures can be
inscribed over a depth range of few millimetres. A disadvantage of the TWG is that
the cross-section of the inscribed waveguide (i.e. the refractive index profile), which is
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Fig. 3.1: (a) Schematic diagram of ultrafast laser inscription setup. A transparent dielectric sub-
strate is mounted on x-y-z translation stages, and the fs laser beam is focused inside
the substrate using a lens, L3. We control the power and polarisation of the laser
beam using a set of waveplates and a polarisation beam splitter (PBS). Here WP1 and
WP2 are half-waveplates, WP3 is a quarter-waveplate; M1, M2 are mirrors; M2 is on
a flip-mount to measure optical power using a power meter (PM); L1, L2 are two con-
vex lenses, which form a Keplerian telescope, used to expand the laser beam and S is
a shutter. (b) The transverse writing geometry (TWG). (c) The longitudinal writing
geometry (LWG).
determined by the spot size [2ω0 = 2λ/(piNA)], and Rayleigh range [b = 2pinω20/λ] of
the laser focus, is usually asymmetric. However, to achieve waveguiding with well-
confined guided modes, a precisely symmetric refractive index profile is not necessary,
and due to the inherent writing flexibility offered by TWG, we have chosen to utilise
the this configuration for all of the experimental works; we will not discuss the LWG
further.
3.2.2 High and low repetition rate regimes
The pulse repetition rate of the femtosecond laser plays a critical role in the process of
modifying the structure of the substrate medium [38]. When the time between the laser
pulses is shorter than the time to diffuse the absorbed heat from the focal volume, the
laser induced modification is primarily determined by the manner in which heat diffuses
away from the focal region. When the heat diffusion process is isotropic and sym-
metric, the cross section of the inscribed structure can be significantly more symmetric
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compared to the shape and symmetry of the focal volume itself. This regime (PRF
above ∼ 1 MHz) is known as the high repetition rate (HRR) regime. In this case, as the
number of pulses incident on the focal volume increases, heat accumulates within the
focal volume and the temperature is driven far above the limit that is achievable using a
single pulse of the same energy.
Unfortunately, when operating in the HRR regime using a TWG, optical waveguides
often exhibit complicated refractive index profiles, and the refractive index contrast of
the inscribed structure is often not well controlled. In particular, this regime is not
suitable to fabricate photonic lattices, where it is necessary to inscribe each waveguide
without modifying the refractive index of the nearby waveguides. For this reason, it is
desirable to operate in the low repetition rate (LRR) regime, using femtosecond lasers
operating at PRFs . 1 MHz. In this regime, the time between pulses is sufficiently
long compared to the time to diffuse the absorbed heat from the focal region before the
arrival of the next pulse. In other words, each pulse acts individually to modify the
material at the focal volume. However, the main disadvantage of operating in the LRR
regime (using TWG configuration) is that the cross-section of the modified region is
primarily determined by the focusing lens, and as a result, may be highly asymmetric.
Several methods to correct for this asymmetry have been demonstrated, including the
astigmatic focusing [46], deformable mirror beam reshaping [47], slit beam shaping [34]
and multiscan technique [35]. For the work outlined in this thesis, we have chosen to
write waveguides in the LRR regime using the TWG. To control the refractive index
profile the multiscan technique and the slit beam shaping technique were investigated
which will be discussed in the following section.
3.2.3 Controlling the waveguide refractive index profile
Controlling the refractive index profile, i.e. the refractive index contrast and the shape of
the index modification, is a key part of waveguide fabrication. It determines the effective
refractive index (neff) of the mode, propagation and bend losses and most importantly,
for applications described in this thesis, the evanescent coupling between the adjacent
waveguides. In this section, two different techniques will be discussed which was used
to efficiently control the refractive index profile.
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Fig. 3.2: Schematic diagram of two different ULI techniques to control the refractive index pro-
file: (a) multiscan technique and (b) slit beam shaping technique.
Multiscan technique
Multiscan technique relies simply on scanning the substrate through the focus multi-
ple times to “build” a symmetric waveguide cross section from the individual building
blocks; see Fig. 3.2 (a). When fabricating waveguide structures in the LRR regime,
the refractive index profile of each translation (or scan) is asymmetric and its height and
width depend on the numerical aperture of the focusing lens for a given pulse energy and
translation speed (v). The total number of scans and the scan-separation are optimised
to obtain tightly confined low-loss waveguides. The main advantage of the multiscan
technique is that optical waveguides can be fabricated without modifying the optical
properties of the surrounding medium significantly. It is for this reason that the multi-
scan technique can be very powerful for fabricating devices, such as photonic lanterns,
where the separation between waveguides could be of the order of a fraction of a mi-
crometre, and this technique enables to inscribe each waveguide without modifying the
refractive index its nearby waveguides.
We investigated the optical properties of the straight waveguides fabricated using mul-
tiscan technique inside a 10-mm-long borosilicate (AF-45) substrate at ≈200 µm depth
from the top surface. Each waveguide was fabricated by translating the substrate 21
times through the focus with 0.2 µm separation between two adjacent translations. In
Fig. 3.3 (a) the variation of insertion loss (i.e. input coupling loss+propagation loss)
at 780 nm wavelength is plotted as a function of pulse energy for different translation
speeds and pulse repetition rates. These waveguides were characterised using single-
mode-fibre input coupling and free-space output coupling. In this experiment, all six
sets of data follow a similar trend: initially, the insertion loss of the single-mode waveg-
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Fig. 3.3: Multiscan technique. (a) The variation of insertion loss at 780 nm wavelength as a
function of pulse energy for three different translation speeds and two pulse repetition
rates (PRRs). These waveguides were fabricated inside a 10-mm-long borosilicate
(AF-45) substrate at ≈ 200 µm depth from the top surface. For each set of data, the
waveguide with maximum pulse energy is multimode, and is denoted by “MM”. (b)
White-light-transmission micrograph of the facet of a tightly confined low-loss optical
waveguide fabricated using the multiscan technique. Fabrication parameters are PRF=
500 kHz, tp=350 fs, λ=1030 nm, pulse energy=77 nJ, circular polarisation, NA=0.4
and v = 1 mm/s. This waveguide supports only the fundamental mode at 780 nm
wavelength (c, d). The mode is elliptical: MFDx ≈ 8 µm MFDy ≈ 10 µm.
uides reduces rapidly as the pulse energy is increased. The insertion loss then becomes
less sensitive to pulse energy, until we reach a pulse energy at which the the waveg-
uide becomes multimode. It was also observed that the confinement of the fundamental
mode becomes tighter as the pulse energy is increased. A white-light-transmission mi-
crograph of the facet of a low-loss waveguide is shown in Fig. 3.3 (b). Fig. 3.3 (c, d)
present the intensity profile of the supported (fundamental) mode for this waveguide
fabricated with 500 kHz PRF and 1 mm/s translation speed. As shown in this figure,
the mode is elliptical with mode field diameters (i.e. the diameter at which the far field
power falls to 1/e2 of its maximum value) MFDx ≈ 8 µm and MFDy ≈ 10 µm along
the horizontal and vertical directions respectively. Unfortunately, long fabrication times
would be required to inscribe waveguide arrays using multiscan technique, which could
be a problem due to instabilities in the fabrication process. For creating waveguide ar-
rays, it would therefore be desirable to fabricate each waveguide using the single-scan
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Fig. 3.4: Slit beam shaping technique. (a) The variation of insertion loss at 780 nm wave-
length as a function of pulse energy for three different translation speeds. These
waveguides were fabricated inside a 10-mm-long borosilicate (Eagle2000) substrate at
≈ 200 µm depth from the top surface. (b) White-light-transmission micrograph of
the facet of a tightly confined low-loss optical waveguide. Fabrication parameters are
PRF=500 kHz, tp=350 fs, λ=1030 nm, pulse energy=234 nJ, circular polarisation,
NA=0.4, v= 4 mm/s and slit width: 2 mm. This waveguide supports only the funda-
mental mode at 780 nm wavelength (c, d) with MFDx ≈9.4 µm MFDy ≈10.6 µm.
technique – we discuss this in the following section.
Slit beam shaping technique
The refractive index profile for the tightly confined, low-loss waveguides fabricated us-
ing single-scan technique in the LRR regime (PRF = 500 kHz) with 350 fs pulses is
usually complicated, and it was found that the upper portion of the modified region does
not guide either due to the creation of voids or negative refractive index modification.
Slit beam shaping technique, originally demonstrated in Ref. [34], was used to resolve
the above-mentioned problem. A slit with adjustable width is inserted in the beam path
before the lens as shown in Fig. 3.2 (b). Note that the slit is along the direction of waveg-
uide axis. The complex valued electric field profile at the focus of the lens is the Fourier
transform of the aperture function (e.g. the complex valued field amplitude transmitted
through the slit) and hence, by tuning the width of the slit it is possible to control the
width of an optical waveguide. The height of the waveguide is controlled primarily via
the numerical aperture of the beam in the orthogonal axis.
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To investigate the optical properties of the waveguides fabricated using slit beam shaping
technique, three sets of straight waveguides (translation speed, v=4, 6 and 8 mm/s) were
fabricated inside a 10-mm-long borosilicate (Eagle2000) substrate. Each waveguide was
fabricated by translating the substrate once through the focus (NA: 0.4) and the pulse
energy was varied from 190 nJ to 264 nJ. In Fig. 3.4 (a) the variation of insertion loss
at 780 nm wavelength is plotted as a function of pulse energy for different translation
speeds. A white-light-transmission micrograph of the facet of a low-loss waveguide
is shown in Fig. 3.4 (b). Fig. 3.4 (c, d) present the intensity profile of the supported
(fundamental) mode for this waveguide fabricated with 234 nJ and 4 mm/s translation
speed. The mode field diameters are MFDx ≈ 9.4 µm and MFDy ≈ 10.6 µm along the
horizontal and vertical directions respectively.
The fabrication parameters that will be used in the following chapters are shown in
Table 3.1.
3.3 Measurement of coupling constant
A brief theory of two evanescently coupled optical waveguides was discussed in Sec-
tion 2.3. In this section, the measurement of coupling constant will be presented; see
also [48]. Consider two identical optical waveguides, each supporting only the funda-
mental mode when isolated, with a core to core separation, d, and the maximum prop-
agation distance, zmax = L. In this situation, if one of the waveguides is excited at the
input (say WG 1), the normalised light intensities in the two waveguides are given by
I1 = I0 cos
2(κz) and I2 = I0 sin2(κz), where κ = pi/(2Lc) is the coupling constant, Lc
is the coupling length, I0 is the input intensity at WG 1. It should be mentioned that
I1,2 ≡ I1,2(z)f(x, y), where f(x, y) can be approximated as a two-dimensional Gaus-
sian function. Now one way to obtain the value of κ is to measure Lc. Fig. 3.5 shows
the measured variation of I1(z) and I2(z) as a function of propagation distance, z, for
d= 13 µm, λ= 780 nm. From Fig. 3.5, it can be seen that Lc≈ 9.5 mm and hence, the
calculated value of κ is 0.165 mm−1. These couplers were fabricated inside Eagle2000
substrate and the refractive index profile was controlled using slit beam shaping tech-
nique. After fabrication, the facets of the glass substrate were optically polished. The
devices were characterised using single-mode-fibre (SM 600) input coupling and free
space output coupling. Light at 780 nm wavelength from a CW diode laser was used
for characterisation. The value of κ can also be obtained by measuring I1 and I2 for a
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Tab. 3.1: Fabrication parameters
Inscription laser Menlo Systems, BlueCut
Laser wavelength 1030 nm
Pulse repetition frequency 500 kHz
Pulse width 350 fs
Laser polarisation Circular
Beam width 5 mm
Inscription lens (NA) 0.4
Substrate Borosilicate glass Eagle2000
Beam shaping Slit beam shaping technique
Slit width 2.0 mm
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Fig. 3.5: Measured variation of light intensity in a two-waveguide coupler as a function of prop-
agation distance, z, for waveguide-to-waveguide separations, d= 13 µm, λ= 780 nm.
Waveguide 1 was excited at the input for all measurements. Solid lines are the guides
to the eyes.
known device length, L:
κ =
1
L
tan−1
(√
I2(L)
I1(L)
)
. (3.1)
To investigate the variation of the coupling constant as a function of inter-waveguide
separation, d, we fabricated twelve directional couplers (11 µm ≤ d ≤ 22 µm in steps
of 1 µm) inside Eagle2000 substrate using 350 fs laser pulses of 245 nJ pulse energy and
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Fig. 3.6: Variation of coupling constant (at 780 nm wavelength) as a function of waveguide-to-
waveguide separation, d. The red squares are the measured values of coupling con-
stants and the solid black line is an exponential fit.
500 kHz PRF. Fig. 3.6 shows the variation of κ calculated using Eq. 3.1, as a function
of d. The red squares are the measured values of coupling constants and the solid black
line is an exponential fit. Note that the value of κ drops exponentially as dwas increased
for a given wavelength. It should be highlighted that the coupling constant for a given
directional coupler with fixed d can be tuned by changing the wavelength of light. In
other words, κ is a function of wavelength as the refractive index profile, that determines
κ, varies with wavelength. This will be discussed further in Chapter 7.
In this section, we have only considered two evanescently-coupled straight waveguides.
In Section 7.4, tapered couplers consisting of two synchronously bending waveguides is
discussed.
3.4 Estimation of waveguide refractive index
The refractive index profile determines all the light transport properties exhibited by a
waveguide array. However, the precise knowledge of refractive index profile is nei-
ther required nor easy to measure. In many situations, we are interested in an array
of identical straight optical waveguides. In this situation, the information of coupling
constant, which can be measured accurately, is enough to describe the observed phe-
nomena. However, in various situations, the difference in propagation constants for two
optical waveguides will be required. This means the knowledge of the difference in the
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effective refractive index of the supported modes will be sufficient. In this section, three
different ways to estimate the waveguide refractive index will be discussed.
Method 1: At first, a simple and “crude” way of estimating the waveguide refractive
index will be discussed. Let us consider the waveguide shown in Fig. 3.4 (b). The
mode field diameters of the supported mode at 780 nm wavelength are MFDx≈9.4 µm,
MFDy ≈ 10.6 µm along the horizontal and vertical axes respectively. The transverse
dimension of the waveguide is measured using an optical microscope and is found to be
≈ 5.5 µm×3.5 µm (height and width). The propagation of light in an optical waveg-
uide with this dimension is then simulated by BeamPROP software. We assume that
the waveguide has step refractive index profile where ncl = 1.5 (the refractive index of
the cladding, Eagle2000) and the refractive index contrast, ∆n, is varied to investigate
how the mode field diameters changes as a function of ncore. It was found that the
simulated mode field diameters match with the experimentally measured values when
ncore ≈ 1.5015. It should be highlighted that the refractive index profile can also be
calculated by solving the Helmholtz equation and using the measured the mode field
profile; see [49, 50]
Method 2: Another way to estimate the waveguide refractive index is to study a one-
dimensional diffraction grating which is formed by a one-dimensional array of identical
optical waveguides. The physical depth of a grating, which is the height of a waveguide
(h) in the array, can be measured using an optical microscope. Such an array of optical
waveguide (with grating period∼ 15 µm) acts almost like a sinusoidal phase grating.
Now the absolute diffraction efficiency of a sinusoidal phase grating at the first order
(η1) is given by [51]:
η1 = J 21
(2pi(nwg − n0)
λ
h
)
, (3.2)
where n0 is the refractive index of the substrate, nwg is the refractive index of the waveg-
uide, λ the is wavelength of light, and J is the Bessel function of the first kind. By
measuring the absolute diffraction efficiency of this grating at the first order (η1), one
can estimate nwg. This method of estimating nwg will be further discussed in Chapter 6.
Method 3: The third method relies on the fundamental principle of Bragg gratings.
Let us consider a single-mode straight waveguide with periodically modulated refrac-
tive index along the propagation direction (z). When light propagates through such a
waveguide, the forward propagating mode is strongly coupled to the mode propagating
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Fig. 3.7: Characterisation of waveguide Bragg gratings. neff is calculated from the intersection
of the polynomial fits (dotted lines) and the vertical solid line. It was found that neff =
1.50128 and 1.501215 for waveguides fabricated with 4 and 9 mm/s translation speeds
respectively.
in the backward direction under the following condition (the Bragg condition):
λB = 2Λneff, (3.3)
where λB is the wavelength of light, Λ is the spatial period of the grating and neff is the
effective refractive index of the guided mode. In the experiment, we periodically vary
the laser power, which modulates the magnitude of the refractive index modification, to
fabricate the waveguide Bragg grating. Realisation of waveguide Bragg grating, and the
measurement of Bragg wavelength as a function of the modulated laser power enable us
to evaluate neff of the optical waveguide with zero modulation in refractive index.
Originally, fibre Bragg gratings were demonstrated by K. O. Hill [52] in 1978 (see
also [53]), which have now become a key device for applications in telecommunica-
tions [54], astronomy [55] and sensing technology [56]. Our primary objective is to
fabricate and characterise waveguide Bragg gratings to estimate neff of an optical waveg-
uide. In this context, G. D. Marshall et al. [30] (see also Ref. [31]) and G. Brown et
al. [32] reported ultrafast laser inscribed waveguide Bragg gratings using single scan and
multiscan techniques respectively. We translate the glass substrate (Eagle2000) through
the focus of a 0.4 NA lens, and the laser power is externally modulated periodically with
time using an acousto-optic modulator (AOM, Gooch & Housego). For fabrication, we
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use the first order diffracted beam from the AOM which was driven with a square wave
from a programmable signal generator (Tektronix). We denote the extreme values of
the laser power by P and P + ∆P . Two sets of 30-mm-long (translation speeds v= 4
and 9 mm/s) waveguide Bragg gratings were fabricated with P = 220 nJ pulse energy
and 260 nm grating period. For each set ∆P was varied from +0.3P to −0.3P . These
gratings were characterised by launching broadband supercontinuum light and the wave-
length of the first order Bragg reflection is measured. Fig. 3.7 shows the variation of neff
as a function of modulation in laser power; the dotted lines are the 2-nd order polyno-
mial fit. Now the effective refractive index of the optical waveguides without any Bragg
grating (modulation, ∆P = 0) is calculated from the intersection of the polynomial fits
and the vertical solid line. We found that neff = 1.50128 and 1.501215 for waveguides
fabricated with 4 and 9 mm/s translation speeds respectively. As a final note, it should
be highlighted that the methods of estimating the effective refractive index of the guide
mode will be useful to demonstrate analogous magnetic field (see Section 4.2.6) and to
experimentally simulate one-dimensional two-particle Hubbard model in photonic plat-
form (see Chapter 6).
3.5 Chapter summary
In this chapter, we presented a brief introduction to the ULI technique, and the character-
isation of optical waveguides and directional couplers. In the following chapters we will
use the slit beam shaping technique to fabricate optical waveguides in the low repetition
rate (LRR) regime using the transverse writing geometry (TWG); see Table 3.1 for the
other fabrication parameters. We aim to find the mapping between various solid-state
systems and engineered waveguide arrays, and thus demonstrate the photonic analogue
of solid-state phenomena using the basic fabrication and characterisation techniques pre-
sented in this chapter. Other details of fabrication parameters and characterisation, as
required, will be presented in the respective chapters.
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Chapter 4
Flat-band lattices
4.1 Introduction
Processes leading to the localisation of the electronic wavefunction in crystalline solids
have long been studied in theoretical physics. One of the most celebrated localisation
effects is Anderson localisation [57], which occurs due to the presence of disorder. The
presence of external fields and particle interactions can also cause localisation. In recent
years, these intriguing effects are being experimentally observed in the photonic domain,
using arrays of carefully engineered coupled optical waveguides. Localisation caused
by disorder [58], analogous external field [22, 59] and Kerr nonlinearity [60] have al-
ready been realised in photonics. Another type of localisation can result due to the
presence of a non-dispersive (or flat) band in the energy spectrum. Originally, flat-band
Hubbard models were analysed in the context of magnetism, where electrons populating
the flat band were found to contribute to unusual ferromagnetic ground states [61]. Re-
cently, the interplay between flat-band localisation and correlated disorder was studied
in Ref. [62] and the transport of light in various flat-band lattices, such as Lieb [63–66],
Kagome [67, 68], rhombic [69] and sawtooth [70], have been experimentally investi-
gated.
In this chapter, two different photonic lattices, a quasi-one-dimensional rhombic lattice
and a two-dimensional Lieb lattice will be considered – both of which support two dis-
persive and a perfectly non-dispersive (flat) band in the nearest neighbour tight binding
approximation. In the experiment, we excite a superposition of flat-band eigenmodes at
the input of the lattice and show the diffractionless propagation of the input states due to
their infinite effective mass. As also proposed by S. Longhi in Ref. [71], we suggest that
a photonic rhombic lattice, when implemented with a synthetic gauge field, will allow
the observation of Aharonov-Bohm photonic caging.
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Fig. 4.1: (a) A quasi-one-dimensional rhombic lattice where the unit cell contains three lattice
sites (A, B and C). (b) In the nearest neighbour tight binding model, the lattice supports
three energy bands. The upper and the lower bands are dispersive. The middle one
is perfectly flat. The span of the Brillouin zone: (−pi ≤ ka ≤ pi). At k = ±pi/a the
three bands intersect each other. (c) Flat-band modes 1: a superposition of flat-band
eigenmodes can be excited at the input of the lattice if the B and C sites of a unit cell
are excited with equal intensities (IB = IC) and opposite phases (φB = φC ± pi). (d)
Flat-band modes 2: the flat-band modes can also be excited if the B and C sites of
two neighbouring unit cells are excited with equal intensities (IB=IC) and alternating
phases (φB=φC ± pi).
4.2 Photonic rhombic lattice
In this section, we consider a quasi-one-dimensional lattice, the rhombic lattice [71, 72],
which supports three energy bands, including a perfectly flat-band in the middle.
4.2.1 Band structure of a rhombic lattice
In our previous discussions, we have seen that the evolution of light-waves in a photonic
lattice, a periodic array of coupled optical waveguides, is governed by a Schro¨dinger-
like equation which was derived from Maxwell’s equations, using the scalar-paraxial
approximation (Section 2.2). In a one-dimensional photonic lattice, the Schro¨dinger-
like equation takes the following form
iλ¯
∂
∂z
ψ(x, z)=
[
− λ¯
2
2n0
∂2
∂x2
−∆n(x)
]
ψ(x, z). (4.1)
Here we consider a quasi-one-dimensional photonic rhombic lattice as shown in Fig. 4.1
(a). The unit cell contains three lattice sites (A, B and C) with site energies (or propaga-
tion constants) βa, βb and βc respectively. In the nearest neighbour approximation, the
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spinless tight-binding Hamiltonian of the rhombic lattice in real space reads
HˆTB = −
∑
n
[
βaa
†
nan + βbb
†
nbn + βcc
†
ncn + κa
†
nbn + κa
†
ncn + κa
†
nbn−1
+κa†ncn−1 + κb
†
nan + κb
†
nan+1 + κc
†
nan + κc
†
nan+1
]
, (4.2)
where {a†n, b†n, c†n} and {an, bn, cn} are the creation and annihilation operators of the lo-
calised Wannier states {|An〉 , |Bn〉 , |Cn〉} respectively and κ is the nearest neighbour
hopping amplitude (or coupling constant). Using the Fourier transformation, Ok =
1√
N
∑
nOne
ikan, where N is the number of unit cell, the Fourier transformed Hamilto-
nian in k-space is described by the following 3×3 matrix:
Hˆ =
∑
k
(
a†k b
†
k c
†
k
)
−βa −κ(1 + eika) −κ(1 + eika)
−κ(1 + e−ika) −βb 0
−κ(1 + e−ika) 0 −βc


ak
bk
ck
 (4.3)
Now considering that the three sites in the unit cell contain identical optical waveguides
i.e. βa=βb=βc≡0, and diagonalizing the Fourier transformed Hamiltonian, the follow-
ing dispersion relations are obtained [71, 73]:
ε±(k) = ±2κ
√
1 + cos(ka),
ε0(k) = 0, (4.4)
where a is the lattice constant, ε0 is the energy of the non-dispersive (flat) band, ε± rep-
resent the upper and the lower dispersive bands respectively. The span of the Brillouin
zone is given by (−pi≤ ka≤pi). At k=±pi/a the three bands intersect each other; see
Fig. 4.1 (b).
To solve the eigenvalue equation, i∂Ψ/∂z = HˆTBΨ, the wavefunction Ψ is expanded
in terms of localised Wannier function [see Eq. (2.30)] to obtain the following coupled-
mode equations in the nearest neighbour approximation:
i
∂
∂z
An = −κ
(
Bn +Bn−1 + Cn + Cn−1
)
,
i
∂
∂z
Bn = −κ
(
An + An+1
)
,
i
∂
∂z
Cn = −κ
(
An + An+1
)
, (4.5)
where An, Bn and Cn are the electric field amplitudes (of the light waves) at the A, B
and C sites of the n-th unit cell respectively. The intensity distribution at the output
of the photonic lattice, for a given input excitation, is obtained by numerically solving
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Fig. 4.2: (a) A photonic rhombic lattice. The lattice constant is a. (b) White-light-transmission
micrograph of the facet of a finite photonic rhombic lattice with fifteen unit cells. Each
waveguide was observed to support a well confined fundamental mode at 780 nm wave-
length with mode field diameters 8.3 µm and 7.0 µm along the y-axis (vertical) and
x-axis (horizontal), respectively.
Eq. (4.5). In the nearest neighbour approximation, a superposition of flat-band eigen-
modes can be excited at the input of the lattice if (a) the B and C sites of a unit cell are
excited with equal intensities (IB = IC) and opposite phases (φB =φC ± pi) or (b) the B
and C sites of two neighbouring unit cells are excited with equal intensities (IB = IC)
and alternating phases (φB =φC ± pi); see Fig. 4.1 (c, d). [These are just two different
ways of exciting the flat-band states. Of course, there are other input states to do that.]
4.2.2 Fabrication of photonic rhombic lattices
Twelve sets of photonic rhombic lattices (waveguide-to-waveguide separation, a/
√
2 =
15 µm to 26 µm in steps of 1 µm) were fabricated inside a 70-mm-long glass (Corning
Eagle20000) substrate. Each waveguide was fabricated by translating the glass substrate
once through the focus of a femtosecond laser beam at 8 mm/s. Fabrication parame-
ters were optimised to inscribe well-confined single-mode waveguides at 780 nm wave-
length. Each lattice contains fifteen unit cells. All the experiments were performed
using the lattice with a/
√
2 = 23 µm for which κ = 0.01 mm−1 and the next-nearest
neighbour coupling constant was insignificant (for the maximum propagation distance).
In Fig. 4.2 (b), a white-light-transmission micrograph of the facet of the lattice is shown.
4.2.3 Experimental setup
The experimental setup to excite the desired lattice sites at the input of the photonic
rhombic lattice is shown in Fig. 4.3. First order diffraction “spots” generated by a
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Fig. 4.3: Experimental setup for exciting the desired lattice sites at the input of the photonic
rhombic lattice. L1-L10 are convex lenses, M1, M2 are silver-coated mirrors and BS
is a beam splitter (50 : 50). A zero-order nulled diffractive optical element (DOE)
generates a square array of diffraction-order “spots”. A rectangular spatial filter (with
adjustable height and width) blocks all the higher order diffraction “spots” except for
the first order “spots”. The spatial filter also helps to launch the desired number of first
order spots. The separation among the four Gaussian spots was varied by translating
the DOE along the propagation direction (z) of the laser beam. The relative phases
of the four “spots” can be controlled by translating the DOE in the x-y plane. The
output intensity distribution is measured in Camera 2. A polariser (P) passes only
vertically polarised light. The set-up inside the dotted rectangle is used to observe the
interference pattern of the input modes in the Fraunhofer regime.
zero-order nulled, binary-phase, square-checker-board diffractive optical element (DOE)
were used to launch four Gaussian spots with almost equal intensities (the measured rel-
ative standard deviation, (RSD)≈ 4 %). A rectangular spatial filter, with adjustable
height and width, placed at the image plane of lens L4, passes the four spots including
a very weak central one while filtering all other higher spatial frequencies. The size of
these spots on the lattice facet is determined by the diameter of the beam entering lens
L6 and its focal length. On the other hand, the spacing between the spots can be con-
trolled via the distance of the DOE from lens L2 (by translating it along the propagation
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Fig. 4.4: (a, d) Two different input intensity distributions used in the experiment to excite flat-
band eigenmodes. The measured values of relative standard deviation (RSD) of the
intensities are 3.9% and 4.1% respectively. (b, e) The interference pattern of the flat-
band modes in the Fraunhofer regime. (c, f) The interference pattern of the equal phase
modes in the Fraunhofer regime.
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Fig. 4.5: (a-c) Experimentally observed intensity distributions at the output of a 70-mm-long
photonic rhombic lattice when A, B and C sites (indicated by the white circles) were
excited at the input respectively. The simulated output intensity distributions for A, B
and C site excitation are shown in (d-f) respectively. The images are normalised such
that the total power for each image is 1.
direction (z) of the laser beam). The independent control over the spacing and size of
the four spots enables the excitation of the four desired waveguides (B and C sites) in
the lattice. The relative phases of the four “spots” can be controlled by translating the
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DOE in the x-y plane. Camera 1 (L8 is a tube lens) is used to observe the input facet
of the lattice. 780±10 nm light is filtered from a broadband source and illuminates
the output end of the lattice, in order to observe the guided modes for each waveguide
using Camera 1. Viewing the modes in this manner allowed us to launch light specifi-
cally to the modes of the lattice. Camera 2 is used to observe and measure the output
intensity distribution. The polariser (P) in front of Camera 1 passes only the vertically
polarised (which is one of the eigen polarisation of the waveguides) light. Hence, our
measurements are not affected by polarisation dependent coupling.
The relative phases among the Gaussian “spots” were measured by observing the in-
terference pattern in the Fraunhofer regime; see the set-up inside the dashed rectangle
in Fig. 4.3. The measured interference patterns for the two different types of flat-band
modes [see Fig. 4.1 (c, d)] for the photonic rhombic lattice are shown in Fig. 4.4 (b, e).
Fig. 4.4 (c, f) are the interference patterns for the equal-phase modes, the input states
where relative phases among all the Gaussian spots are zero.
4.2.4 Single site excitations
Fig. 4.5 (a-c) present the output intensity distributions when single A, B and C sites were
excited individually at the input respectively. Fig. 4.5 (d-f) present the corresponding
simulated intensity distributions obtained by solving Eq. (4.5). It should be noted that
the light contained at the initially excited A site (indicated by the white circle) is less than
that measured at B and/or C sites. In other words, light injected into A sites diffracts
more than light injected into B and/or C sites. Indeed, the calculation of the overlap
between the input state and the eigenstates of the three bands show that the A site exci-
tation excites more eigenstates from the dispersive bands compared to B (and/or C) site
excitation.
4.2.5 Excitation of flat-band modes
To excite the flat-band modes we couple light into the B and C sites of a unit cell with
equal intensity and opposite phases (the flat-band modes 1; see Fig. 4.4). We observe
that the light remains localised to the excited sites without tunnelling to other waveg-
uides; see Fig. 4.6 (a). This localisation effect is due to the interference effect. When
the flat-band modes are excited by launching light into the B and C sites with equal
intensities and opposite phases, the light cannot tunnel to the nearest A sites due to de-
structive interference. It should be noted that this can only occur if the next-nearest
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Fig. 4.6: Experimentally observed flat-band modes (a, c) and the equal-phase modes (b, d). The
intensities and relative phases of the input modes are shown on the top-right of each
image. The output intensity distribution when the B and C sites of a primitive cell
were excited with equal intensities, opposite (a) and equal (b) phases. When the flat-
band mode is coupled to the B and C sites, light cannot tunnel to the nearest A sites
due to destructive interference. Localised flat-band modes can also be observed by
coupling the B and C sites of the neighbouring primitive cells with equal intensities
and alternating phases (c). When these four B and C sites were excited with equal
intensities and equal phase, the mode in not localised (d). The images are normalised
such that the total power for each image is 1.
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neighbour coupling is insignificant. To confirm that we are observing the correct sensi-
tivity of phase profile, we couple light into the B and C sites with equal intensities and
equal phases (the equal-phase modes 1). As shown in Fig. 4.6 (b), this input mode is
not localised.
The above-mentioned input state is not unique to excite the flat-band modes. In the
nearest neighbour approximation, the flat-band modes can also be excited if the B and
C sites of two neighbouring unit cells are excited with equal intensities (IB = IC) and
alternating phases (φB = φC ± pi), and the localised output intensity distribution for
this second flat-band mode is shown in Fig. 4.6 (c). In the next step we excited these
four waveguides with equal intensities and equal phase (the second equal-phase mode).
These modes are not localised [Fig. 4.6 (d)] as would be expected.
4.2.6 Future scope: Aharonov-Bohm photonic caging
In comparison to two-dimensional photonic lattices, the rhombic lattice we have inves-
tigated here is a greatly simplified system which can be used to study complex phe-
nomena. In particular, synthetic gauge fields are one of the exciting routes to engineer
the band structure of photonic lattices. In the presence of magnetic fields, various in-
teresting phenomena, such as the Hofstadter spectrum and the fractional quantum Hall
effect [74] and topologically protected chiral edge modes [75–77], can be observed in
suitable lattice geometries. As we show, a photonic rhombic lattice can be used in
conjunction with synthetic gauge fields, to observe Aharonov-Bohm photonic caging, a
magnetic field induced localisation effect which occurs due to the destructive interfer-
ence at some specific values of magnetic flux; see [71, 73, 78]. The experimental imple-
mentation of a synthetic gauge field in a photonic lattice is an experimental challenge,
and it requires an engineered lattice where a photon tunnelling along a closed loop on
the lattice will acquire a non-vanishing phase which is analogous to an Aharonov-Bohm
phase. In principle, it can be realised by generating complex-valued hopping ampli-
tudes. As proposed in Ref. [71], a circular bending and periodic modulation of the
propagation constant (which can be realised by changing the translation speed) of the
waveguides along the z direction, would generate a magnetic flux in a photonic rhombic
lattice. Considering a rhombic lattice [see Fig. 4.7] in a gauge field with Φ flux per
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Fig. 4.7: Aharonov-Bohm caging in a photonic rhombic lattice in the presence of a synthetic
magnetic flux, Φ = pi per plaquette. When a single A site is excited at the input,
the light intensity at the excited lattice site will periodically oscillate between 1 and 0
along the propagation (z) direction. Due to photonic Aharonov-Bohm caging, the light
intensity is locked into the initially excited A site and its nearest neighbour sites (four
B and C sites).
plaquette, the dispersion relation becomes [71, 73]:
ε±(k) = ±2κ
√
1 + cos(Φ/2) cos(ka− Φ/2),
ε0(k) = 0. (4.6)
For Φ = pi, the energy spectrum consists of three non-dispersive (flat) bands. In this
situation, if a single A site is excited at the input, the light intensity at the excited lattice
site will periodically oscillate between 1 and 0 along the z direction. Due to photonic
Aharonov-Bohm caging, the light intensity is locked into the initially excited A site and
its nearest neighbour sites (four B and C sites).
The possibility to realise Aharonov-Bohm photonic caging is investigated by consider-
ing a photonic rhombic lattice where the propagation constants of the lattice sites are
modulated in the following way:
βA = 2n∆β +K sin(ωz),
βB = (2n+ 1)∆β +K sin(ωz + φ),
βC = (2n+ 1)∆β +K sin(ωz − φ), (4.7)
where ∆β=n0a/(2Rλ¯) is the linear gradient of the propagation constant (along the lat-
tice axis), which can be realised by circularly curving the photonic lattice with a radius
of curvature, R. Here, K and ω are the amplitude and frequency of the sinusoidal mod-
ulation of the propagation constant respectively, which can be realised by sinusoidally
changing the translation speed of fabrication; see Section 6.4. Note that the propagation
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Fig. 4.8: (a) Numerically calculated evolution of light intensity which is governed by Eq. (4.7)
and (4.8) for an engineered photonuc rhombic lattice. Here, |A4(z = 0)|2 = 1, κ =
0.035 mm−1, ω/κ= 12.82, ∆β=ω, K/ω= 2 and φ=pi/2. The observed inequality
of light intensity at B3,5 and C3,5 is due to the fact that ω/κ→∞ (high frequency
driving) is not truly satisfied. (b-f) Output intensity distributions at different values of
z, indicated on the right side of each image. The red circle, in each image, indicates
the A site that was excite at the input.
constants of the B sites and the C sites modulate with a 2φ phase difference. It should
be highlighted that a similar driving scheme was originally proposed in Ref. [71]. In
the nearest neighbour tight binding approximation, the coupled mode equations for a
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photonic rhombic lattice with the above-mentioned driving is given by
[
i
∂
∂z
+ βA
]
An=−κ
(
Bn +Bn−1 + Cn + Cn−1
)
,[
i
∂
∂z
+ βB
]
Bn=−κ
(
An + An+1
)
,[
i
∂
∂z
+ βC
]
Cn=−κ
(
An + An+1
)
, (4.8)
In the absence of modulation (K=0), the effective tunnelling among the nearest neigh-
bour lattice sites is suppressed due to the propagation constant mismatch. However,
the tunnelling can be restored for K 6= 0, under the resonance condition, ∆β = νω
(ν = 1, 2, 3, ...). Here, we consider the limit of high frequency driving (ω κ), and
∆β = ω (i.e. ν = 1). Regardless the value of K/ω, the numerical calculation shows
that the associated Floquet quasienergy spectrum (see Section 7.2) consists of three flat
bands when φ=pi/2.
Considering a driven photonic rhombic lattice, described by Eq. (4.7) and (4.8), we
calculated the evolution of light intensity at the A site that was excited initially; see
Fig. 4.8. The driving parameters are: κ= 0.035 mm−1, ω/κ= 12.82, ∆β=ω, K/ω= 2
and φ=pi/2. The photonic caging is clearly observed in Fig. 4.8.
4.3 Photonic Lieb lattice
In this section, we consider an edge centred square lattice (or the Lieb lattice) and exper-
imentally demonstrate the excitation of localised flat-band modes. Although the concept
is very similar to what we have already discussed in the previous section, the fabrica-
tion is more challenging in this case as the Lieb lattice has a two-dimensional geometry.
First, we discuss the band structure in the nearest neighbour tight-binding model. We
then present fabrication, characterisation and excitation of different bands.
4.3.1 Band structure of a Lieb lattice
In the scalar-paraxial approximation, the propagation of light-waves in a two dimen-
sional array of optical waveguides is described by (see Section 2.2)
i
∂
∂z
E(x, y, z)=
(
− 1
2k0n0
∇2⊥ − k04n(x, y)
)
E(x, y, z)=HˆE(x, y, z) (4.9)
where ∇2⊥ is the transverse Laplacian operator and Hˆ is the Hamiltonian that governs
the wave propagation in the array of waveguides. Considering an edge-centred square
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(Lieb) lattice, as shown in Fig. 4.9 (a), in the absence of external electric fields and in
the limit of nearest neighbour tight binding approximation, the energy eigenvalues are
given below [79, 80]
ε±(k) = ±2
√
κ2x cos
2(kxa) + κ2y cos
2(kya)
ε0(k) = 0
(4.10)
where κx and κy are the hopping amplitudes (or coupling constants) for nearest neigh-
bour sites along x and y directions. ε± are the energies of the upper and the lower bands,
respectively, ε0 represents the non-dispersive (flat) band; see Fig. 4.9 (c). The span of
the Brillouin zone is given by {pi/2 < kxa, kya < pi/2}. The three bands intersect at
kxa=kya=pi/2, known as the M point. The dotted square in Fig. 4.9 (a) shows a unit
cell of the lattice. There are four A sites at the corners of each cell; two B sites and two
C sites lie on the edges. If the Lieb lattice is isotropic (i.e. κx=κy everywhere), with in-
significant next-nearest neighbour coupling, and the two B sites and two C sites of a unit
cell are excited with equal intensities (IB = IC) and alternating phases (φB = φC ± pi),
a superposition of eigenstates in the flat band can be excited. Here we demonstrate ex-
perimentally that the flat-band modes excited at the input of a photonic Lieb lattice do
not diffract.
4.3.2 Fabrication of photonic Lieb lattices
Photonic Lieb lattices were fabricated using the ultrafast laser inscription technique in-
side a borosilicate glass (Corning Eagle2000) substrate. Each of the waveguides in the lat-
tice was written by translating the substrate material once through the focus of a 500 kHz
train of sub-picosecond (350 fs) laser pulses of circularly polarised 1030 nm light. These
laser pulses were generated by a Menlo BlueCut fibre laser system. To control the sub-
strate translation, the substrate was mounted on high-precision air-bearing Aerotech x-
y-z translation stages. The various laser writing parameters were optimised to produce
low propagation loss single-mode waveguides for operation at a wavelength of 780 nm.
The refractive index profile of the waveguides was controlled using the slit beam shap-
ing method (see Section 3.2.3), by placing a slit directly in front of the 0.4 numerical
aperture (NA) lens that was used to focus the laser inside the material. The effective
NA’s of the laser focus were calculated to be ≈ 0.2, and 0.3 in the axis perpendicular
and parallel to the waveguide axis respectively. The final Lieb lattices were inscribed
in a 7 cm long glass chip, and the individual waveguides exhibited a propagation loss of
≈ 1 dB/cm.
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Fig. 4.9: (a) Edge centred square (or Lieb) lattice. The basis consists of three sites (A, B and
C). All the measurements were performed near the circled A site (A7−7) to avoid edge
effects and effects due to lattice inhomogeneity with depth. The lattice constant is
a = 44 µm, see also (b). (b) White-light-transmission micrograph of the facet of a
finite Lieb lattice with 323 waveguides fabricated by femtosecond laser writing. Each
waveguide supports only a single fundamental mode at 780 nm. The next-nearest
neighbour coupling for a 7 cm long glass chip was observed to be negligible. To
minimise the difference in the next nearest neighbour coupling constants along the x
and y-axis, the lattice axes were rotated by 45◦ with respect to the vertical direction.
(c) Representation of the three energy bands, including the flat band in the middle, for
{kxa, kya} = {0, pi}, κx = κy = κ. The three bands (one flat and two dispersive)
intersects at kxa=kya=pi/2.
Thirteen sets of complete Lieb lattices (lattice constant a = 24 µm to 48 µm in steps
of 2 µm), with each containing 323 single-mode waveguides were fabricated. A white-
light-transmission micrograph of the facet of the lattice with a = 44 µm is shown in
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Fig. 4.9 (b). As shown in Fig. 4.9 (b), the lattice axes were rotated by 45◦, relative to
the vertical axis. This rotation was performed in order to accommodate any asymmetry
in the guided modes and minimise any potential differences in the nearest neighbour
coupling coefficients for the x and y directions.
4.3.3 Investigation of disorder
It is well known that when writing waveguides using a femtosecond laser, depth depen-
dent aberrations imparted on the laser beam by the air-glass interface can have a signif-
icant impact on the optical properties of the fabricated waveguides. This phenomenon
will clearly change the properties of the lattice as a function of depth inside the mate-
rial. To assess the impact of this on the homogeneity of the fabricated Lieb lattice we
measure the fluctuation of coupling constant (off-diagonal disorder) and investigate the
possibility of the variation of the propagation constant (diagonal defect) as a function of
depth.
Off-diagonal disorder
Evanescently coupled two-waveguide couplers were fabricated at six different depths
(100 µm to 600 µm in steps of 100 µm) with identical fabrication parameters used
to inscribe the Lieb lattices. Each coupler was written using the same waveguide-to-
waveguide separation and angle as the waveguides in the Lieb lattice. At each depth,
five sets of seventeen couplers were fabricated, with each set consisting of couplers with
interaction lengths ranging from 1 mm to 65 mm in steps of 4 mm. To characterise each
coupler, light was injected into one of the waveguides, and the coupling constant was
evaluated by measuring the observed ratio of the output intensities (see Section 3.3).
For each depth, the mean and standard deviation of the evaluated coupling constant was
obtained using the data for 85 couplers. This information is presented in Fig. 4.10,
where it can be seen that the coupling constant, and the variance in the coupling con-
stant, is constant with depth up to a maximum depth of 300 µm. After this depth, both
the coupling constant and variance become a function of depth, with deeper structures
exhibiting a progressively higher variance. We note that in future work the homogene-
ity of the lattice could be greatly improved by either using active optics techniques [45]
to compensate for the depth dependent aberration, or by using large working distance
immersion optics.
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Fig. 4.10: Variation of coupling constant with depth. For each depth 85 couplers with different
propagation lengths were measured to estimate the fluctuation in coupling constant.
The error bars indicate the standard deviation from the mean coupling constant.
Diagonal disorder
In the previous section, we have investigated the presence of off-diagonal disorder as-
suming the fact that there is no diagonal disorder (random variations in waveguide prop-
agation constants). To prove that the random variations in waveguide propagation con-
stants is insignificant (locally), we performed a second set of experiments, where three
sets of couplers (waveguide-to-waveguide separation, d = 13, 14 and 15 µm) with dif-
ferent interaction lengths were fabricated at a single depth inside the substrate. The
waveguide-to-waveguide angle was set to 45◦. The reduced waveguide-to-waveguide
separation was used to reduce the coupling length. Coupling characteristics for these
couplers were observed to be close to ideal, with near-complete transfer of power from
the input waveguide to the other waveguide achieved after one coupling length; see
Fig. 4.11. Since the complete transfer of energy from one waveguide to the another, in
an evanescent field coupler, is only possible if the waveguides support modes with iden-
tical propagation constants, we conclude that local variations in waveguide propagation
constants are negligible in our Lieb lattices. Hence, diagonal disorder is not significant.
4.3.4 Single site excitations
In order to avoid edge and lattice inhomogeneity effects, all optical measurements were
performed by injecting light into the sites surrounding the A7−7 [circled in Fig. 4.9 (a,
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Fig. 4.12: Average diffraction patterns when A (a), B (b) and C (c) sites surrounding A7−7 were
excited separately. The images are normalised such that the total output power is
1 for all the images. Estimated coupling constant for these diffraction patterns is
0.01±0.001 mm−1.
b)]. First, light was individually injected into the nine A, six B and six C sites sur-
rounding the A7−7 site, and the output diffraction patterns were measured. For each
type of injection site, the obtained diffraction patterns were normalised and averaged.
The results of these measurements are shown in Fig. 4.12. The white circle in each
of the images in Fig. 4.12 show the site excited at the input. The circled A site [in
Fig. 4.12 (a)] contains less light than the circled B [in Fig. 4.12 (b)] or circled C site [in
Fig. 4.12 (c)]. This obviously means that light injected into A sites diffracts more than
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Fig. 4.13: (a-d) are the non-diffracting states observed at the output of the lattice when the flat-
band state was launched into the B and C sites of the (7-7), (6-7), (7-6) and (6-6) cells
respectively. When the equal-phase state was launched into the same cells, the output
state is not localised, as shown by (e-h). (i) shows the average diffraction pattern of
(a-d) and (j) is the average diffraction pattern of (e-h). Each image is normalised so
that total intensity is 1. The field of view is approximately 210 µm by 210 µm. See
also [64].
B or C sites, a phenomenon that has been recently shown by Guzman-Silva et al. [63].
From Fig. 4.12 (b) and Fig. 4.12 (c) we can say that the difference in κx and κy is
comparable to the random fluctuation in coupling strength.
4.3.5 Excitation of flat-band states
As outlined in Section 4.2.3, and shown in Fig. 4.3, a diffractive optical element (DOE)
and spatial filter combination were used to generate four Gaussian spots in a square
array, with highly equal intensities (relative standard deviation, (RSD): 5.7 %) and al-
ternating 0 and pi phases. These four spots were then coupled to the B and C sites for
a given unit cell of interest, in order to excite a superposition of eigenstates in the flat
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band. The (7-7), (6-7), (7-6) and (6-6) primitive cells were each excited independently,
and the output diffraction patterns observed in each case. Fig. 4.13 (i) shows the av-
erage of these four intensity distributions. As shown in Fig. 4.13 (a-d), which present
the normalised intensity distributions observed at the output of the lattice, when the flat
band state was excited, no significant tunnelling of light into the surrounding lattice sites
could be observed after 7 cm of propagation. The flat-band state remains localised or
non-diffracting. Importantly, this non-diffracting state was not observed in the lattices
fabricated using lattice constants of ≤ 42 µm because the next nearest neighbour cou-
pling in these lattices is non-negligible, destroying the flat band.
To confirm that the observed non-diffracting phenomena is unique to the phase and in-
tensity distribution of the injected state, we injected an orthogonal state, where all the B
and C sites of a unit cell are excited with nearly equal intensity (RSD: 4.2 %) and equal
phase (we call this the equal-phase state). As presented in Fig. 4.13 (e-h), this input
state is not localised when injected into the (7-7), (6-7), (7-6) and (6-6) unit cells - a
direct result of its near orthogonality to the flat-band-state.
4.4 Chapter summary
In this chapter, we have presented (a) a quasi-one-dimensional photonic rhombic lattice
and (b) a two-dimensional photonic Lieb lattice, and experimentally excited a superpo-
sition of eigenmodes of the non-dispersive band of the respective lattices. We show that
the flat-band modes remain localised to the initially excited waveguides. The reason for
this effect is that the eigenmodes in the flat band are degenerate, so any superposition of
them behave as an eigenmode. This type of localisation effect is sensitive to the modes
excited at the input which makes this effect different from the disorder or nonlinearity
induced localisations. Flat bands may be useful for diffractionless image transport [67].
In the presence of nonlinearities, we also expect novel types of nonlinear dynamics due
to the absence of any kinetic terms in the effective Hamiltonian.
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Chapter 5
Photonic Wannier-Stark ladder and photon-assisted tunnelling
5.1 Introduction
The energy spectrum and dynamics of tightly bound Bloch electrons in the presence of
external electric and/or magnetic fields, has been extensively investigated in the liter-
ature of solid-state physics [16, 81–83], revealing many intriguing phenomena even in
the absence of inter-particle interactions. Recent experimental advancement has enabled
us to investigate these phenomena in the laboratory and elucidate the quantum physics
of crystalline solids. As discussed in the previous chapters, the transport of light in a
system of straight coupled optical waveguides, a straight photonic lattice, is analogous
to the behaviour of a quasiparticle in a periodic potential with no external field. Im-
portantly, the effect of an external field can also be realised in photonic systems. In
recent years, many interesting phenomena, such as, coherent destruction of tunnelling
in a double-well potential [84, 85], Bloch oscillations [18, 86–88], dynamic localisa-
tion [22, 89, 90], Bloch-Zener dynamics [91], Landau-Zener dynamics [92] have been
investigated using the platform of photonic lattices. In this chapter, the experimental
realisation of analogous static and alternating fields will be discussed using curved pho-
tonic lattices. This is the photonic analogue of a Bloch electron in a static and alternating
electric field.
At first, the theory of Bloch oscillations and Wannier-Stark localisation is summarised
briefly. In the limit of strong static field and weak inter-site tunnelling, we then demon-
strate Wannier-Stark (W-S) localisation i.e. Wannier-Stark states strongly localised on a
single lattice site. Finally, we show that by applying an analogous sinusoidal external
field on the strongly localised W-S states, the inter-site tunnelling can be restored; which
is historically known as photon-assisted tunnelling.
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5.2 Bloch oscillations
A particle in free space moves with constant acceleration when a static force is applied.
However, the motion of an electron in a periodic potential is significantly different.
When a lattice is driven by a static electric field, an electron can perform oscillatory mo-
tion with time, known as Bloch oscillations. In the absence of external electric field, the
eigenstates of an electron in a periodic potential are the Bloch states. An external static
electric field destroys the degeneracy of these spatially delocalised Bloch states. Let us
consider an electron in a one-dimensional periodic potential with an external static elec-
tric field, Edc, parallel to k. The equation of motion of the electron is ~dk/dt=−eEdc,
where e is the electronic charge. We assume that the electron is in the lowest Bloch
band, =−2J cos(ka) where J is the hopping amplitude and a is the lattice constant.
In this situation the velocity of the electron in the momentum space is given by:
v =
1
~
d
dk
=
2Ja
~
sin ka. (5.1)
The variation of the position (x) of the electron, with the initial condition x(t= 0) = 0,
is given by
x(t) =
∫
v(k)(dt/dk)dk = − 2J
eEdc (cos ka− 1)
= − 2J
eEdc (cosωBt− 1). (5.2)
ωB = eEdca/~ is the frequency of Bloch oscillations in real space.
5.3 Wannier-Stark localisation
In this section, we will first obtain the eigenstate and eigenvalues for a quasiparticle (e.g.
electron) in a periodic potential and static electric field, and then discuss the limiting
case when the eigenfunction becomes a Wannier function. Consider an electron in a
one-dimensional lattice, driven by a static force eEdc, the Hamiltonian (with ~= 1) can
be written as
Hˆ = eEdca
∑
n
naˆ†naˆn − J
∑
n
aˆ†n(aˆn+1 + aˆn−1), (5.3)
where J is the nearest neighbour hopping amplitude and aˆ†n (aˆn) is the creation (an-
nihilation) operator at the n-th Wannier site. Expanding the wavefunction in terms of
localised Wannier functions, the following secular equation is obtained for the expansion
coefficient, cn (
E/eEdca− n
)
cn = J/eEdca(cn+1 + cn−1). (5.4)
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Now as Eq. (5.4) has the same form as the recursion formula of a function satisfying
Bessel equation, it is possible to show (see Ref. [16]) that the eigenstates and eigenfunc-
tions of the Hamiltonian in Eq. (5.3) are
φm =
∑
n
Jn−m(2J/eEdca) |n〉 , (5.5)
and Em = (eEdca)m (5.6)
respectively, where Jν(2J/eEdca) is the Bessel function of order ν with the argument
2J/eEdca. The span of the Brillouin zone is {−pi/a ≤ k ≤ pi/a}, 4J is the band-
width, and |n〉 are the Wannier functions. Now let us consider the limiting case when
2J/eEdca→ 0. In this situation, there is only one term in Eq. (5.5), i.e. |m〉. In other
words, in the limit of strong external electric field and weak inter-site tunnelling i.e.
2J/eEdca 1, the spatial width of W-S state is less than the inter-site separation, a. In
this limit, the W-S states will be localised to a single lattice site. The strongly localised
electronic states on individual lattice sites can interact with photons and tunnel to the
nearest lattice sites. This type of tunnelling with discrete energy exchange is known
as photon-assisted tunnelling that has been observed in superconducting diodes [93],
semiconductor superlattices [94] and quantum dots [95].
Electronic systems are not the only systems that exhibit W-S localisation and associated
phenomena. Indeed, in recent years, such phenomena have been investigated in a va-
riety of artificial systems, including cold atoms in optical lattices and photonic lattices.
In fact, tunnelling suppression and photon-assisted tunnelling have been reported [96]
in Bose-Einstein condensates in an optical lattice. We use photonic lattices, fabricated
using the technique of ultrafast laser inscription (ULI) to investigate the dynamics of W-
S states in a strong static electric field and weak inter-site tunnelling. We demonstrate
strong localisation of the W-S state using curved photonic lattices, where the curvature
is analogous to the static electric field in the electronic case. When the electric field
exceeds a threshold value, we observe that the W-S state becomes localised to a single
lattice site. We also demonstrate that a strongly localised W-S state becomes delocalised
when an appropriate (specific frequencies and amplitudes) sinusoidal modulation is ap-
plied to the lattice.
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Fig. 5.1: Numerical simulation of photonic Bloch oscillations. (a) A one-dimensional lattice
driven by a static field Edc. In photonic system the static field is realised by circularly
curving the lattice. (b) The periodic motion of “centre of mass”. (c) Evolution of
optical intensity along the propagation distance, z, when five central waveguides are
excited at the input. Parameters used in the simulation: κ= 0.07 mm−1, a= 16 µm,
n0 = 1.5, λ = 780 nm, R = 1.5 m. Period of Bloch oscillations ≈ 48.5 mm. (d-k)
Output intensity distributions at different values of z, indicated on the right hand side.
5.4 Photonic analogue of static electric field
As discussed in Section 2.5, the Schro¨dinger-like equation for a circularly curved one-
dimensional photonic lattice is
iλ¯
∂
∂z
Φ(x, z) =
[
− λ¯
2
2n0
∂2
∂x2
−∆n(x) + n0
R
x
]
Φ(x, z), (5.7)
where (x, y, z) is the coordinate system moving with the lattice and the static external
electric field, Edc, is given by eEdc =n0/R, z plays the role of time. For well-confined
single-mode waveguides, Eq. (5.7) can be solved using the tight binding approxima-
tion. When only the lowest band is excited, Eq. (5.7) gives the following coupled-mode
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Fig. 5.2: Numerical simulation of photonic Bloch oscillations with single site excitation at the
input. (a) A one-dimensional lattice driven by a static field Edc. (b) Evolution of
optical intensity along the propagation distance, z, when only the central waveguide
is excited at the input. Parameters used in the simulation: same as Fig. 5.1. (c-j)
Output intensity distributions at different values of z. Note that the centre of mass of
the particle does not move when a single site is excited because all the eigenstates are
equally excited at the input.
equations:
i
d
dz
En = −κ(En+1 + En−1) + nαEn (5.8)
whereEn is the electric field amplitude in the n-th waveguide, κ is the nearest neighbour
hopping amplitudes (or coupling constants) and α= n0a/Rλ¯ is the strength of the ex-
ternal linear potential. As discussed in the previous section, any input state will remain
localised (i.e. the effective tunnelling will be insignificant) if 2κRλ¯/n0a1.
Let us consider a circularly curved one-dimensional (finite) photonic lattice with 15 lat-
tice sites and theoretically investigate photonic Bloch oscillations. Consider the follow-
ing achievable parameters of the tight binding Hamiltonian associated with Eq. (5.8): κ=
0.07 mm−1, a= 16 µm, n0 = 1.5, λ= 780 nm, R= 1.5 m. Note that the waveguides at
the edges are not excited for these parameters (i.e. there is no edge effects). Fig. 5.1 (c)
presents the evolution of light intensity when five central waveguides are excited at the
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input with equal intensity and phase [see Fig. 5.1 (a)]. In this case, a periodic motion
of the “centre of mass” [defined as
∑
n xnIn/
∑
n In, where xn and In are the position
and light intensity at the n-th lattice site] can be observed; see Fig. 5.1 (b). In the next
step, we consider the single site excitation, i.e. only the central lattice site of the same
photonic lattice is excited at the input; see Fig. 5.2. In this case, all the Bloch modes are
equally excited at the input, and a breathing motion of optical intensity is observed [see
Fig. 5.2 (c-j)] indicating no dynamic motion of the centre of mass.
5.5 Observation of W-S localisation
To investigate Wannier-Stark localisation, fifteen one-dimensional lattices (lattice con-
stant a = 16 µm) were fabricated. The radius of curvature of the lattice was varied
between 1.5 and 0.1 m (R= 1.5, 1.4, ..., 0.1 m). An additional straight lattice was also
fabricated (R=∞). The white light transmission micrograph of the facet of a lattice is
shown in Fig. 5.3 (m). The refractive index profile of each waveguide was controlled
using the slit beam shaping method; see Section 3.2.3. Each waveguide was inscribed
by translating the 30-mm long glass sample (Corning Eagle2000) at a translation speed
of 8 mm/s, once through the focus of a 500 kHz train of 1030 nm femtosecond laser
pulses. The ULI parameters were optimised to produce waveguides that were single-
mode and well confined at 780 nm. The nearest neighbour coupling, κ, was measured
to be 0.072 mm−1, and the next nearest neighbour coupling was insignificant for the
maximum propagation distance. Fig 5.3 shows the numerically calculated and experi-
mentally measured output intensity distributions for the lattices with radii of curvature,
R = ∞ (i.e. the straight lattice), 1.5 m, 1.2 m, 0.5 m, 0.3 m and 0.2 m. It is clear
from Fig. 5.3 that the light becomes increasingly localised as the radius of curvature is
reduced, as would be expected according to Eq. (5.5).
To investigate this phenomenon further, we fabricated 10-mm-long two-dimensional
square lattices (lattice constant a=15 µm in both the x and y directions), where each lat-
tice curves only along x axis. For these lattices, the measured coupling strengths along
x and y axis were 0.085 mm−1 and 0.095 mm−1 respectively. From simulations, the
estimated value of next nearest neighbour coupling was 0.019 mm−1. As can be seen
from Fig. 5.4, localisation occurs only along the x axis, the direction of the analogous
electric field; see Fig. 5.5 for simulated intensity distributions. To quantify localisation
along the two axes, the inverse participation ratio (IPR) was calculated. The IPR is a
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Fig. 5.3: Theoretically predicted (a-f) and experimentally measured (g-l) intensity distributions
at the output of a 30-mm-long circularly curved one-dimensional photonic lattices with
radii of curvature, (a, g)R =∞ (i.e. straight lattice), (b, h)R=1.5 m, (c, i)R=1.2 m,
(d, j) R = 0.5 m, (e, k) R = 0.3 m and (f, l) R = 0.2 m. Here κ = 0.072 mm−1,
κN = 0 and a = 16 µm. (m) White-light transmission micrograph of the input facet
of a curved one-dimensional photonic lattice with 15 waveguides. Light was launched
into the central waveguide at the input of each lattices.
measure of localisation and is defined as the average of the absolute value of the fourth
power of the wavefunction. For our purposes, the IPR for the x axis was obtained by
summing all the intensity values in each column to obtain a vector of values along the x
axis. The IPR was then calculated using this vector. The IPR along the y axis was cal-
culated using the same procedure, but by summing the rows rather than columns. For
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Fig. 5.4: (a) White-light transmission micrograph of the input facet of a curved photonic square
lattice with 85 waveguides. (b-g) Experimentally measured intensity distributions at
the output of 10-mm-long circularly curved square lattices with radii of curvature (b)
R=∞ (i.e. straight lattice), (c) R= 1 m, (d) R= 0.7 m, (e) R= 0.5 m, (f) R= 0.4 m
and (g) R= 0.3 m. Here κx = 0.085 mm−1, κy = 0.095 mm−1, κN = 0.019 mm−1,
a=15 µm. For all measurement light was launched into the circled waveguide.
a localised state IPR is unity. As can be seen from Fig. 5.6, there is no effect of the
electric field along y axis, as would be expected, but complete localisation (IPR= 1) is
observed along x axis once the electric field analogue exceeds a threshold value.
The localisation phenomenon can also be explained using the theory of waveguide op-
tics. It can be shown [19] using conformal transformation, that a one-dimensional array
of curved waveguides with periodic transverse refractive index profile is equivalent to
an array of straight waveguides with a new refractive index profile; see also Section 2.5.
In the limit a/R1, the new refractive index profile is the superposition of the original
periodic index profile and a linear ramp of refractive index, and the radius of curva-
ture controls this ramp. In other words, the mode supported by each waveguide in the
curved array has a different propagation constant (β). As R decreases, the difference
in β increases, resulting in the partial transfer of light into the nearest waveguides via
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Fig. 5.5: Theoretically predicted intensity distributions at the output of a 10-mm-long circularly
curved square lattices with radii of curvature (a) R = ∞ (i.e. straight lattice), (b)
R = 1 m, (c) R = 0.7 m, (d) R = 0.5 m, (e) R = 0.4 m and (f) R = 0.3 m. Here
κx=0.085 mm−1, κy=0.095 mm−1, κN =0.019 mm−1 and a=15 µm.
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Fig. 5.6: Inverse participation ratio (IPR) is a measure of localisation and is defined as the av-
erage of the absolute value of fourth power wave function. The IPRs along the x and
y directions, (IPR)x and (IPR)y respectively, have been plotted as a function of the
inverse of curvature radius R which is a measure of the strength of the static electric
field. There is no effect of the electric field along y direction. Complete localisation
(IPR = 1) is observed along x direction as the electric field exceeds a threshold value.
evanescent coupling. After a threshold value of R, there is no significant coupling be-
tween the nearest waveguides resulting a complete spatial localisation.
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Fig. 5.7: Intensity distribution (normalised) at the output of circularly curved lattices with sinu-
soidal modulation. Spatial periods of oscillation are 3.9 mm (1-st column), 7.8 mm
(2-nd column) and 11.7 mm (3-rd column). For each period the amplitude of oscil-
lation, A, was varied as shown. See also Fig. 5.8. Light was launched into the the
central waveguide for all measurements.
5.6 Photon-assisted tunnelling
In the presence of a static, as well as, a sinusoidal field with amplitude A and frequency
ω0, the external force becomes F =n0/R+n0ω2A sin(ω0z). This sinusoidal modulation
is analogous to the interaction of the localised W-S state with photons. A strongly
localised W-S state can interact with ν photons under the following resonance condition:
ω0ν = n0a/Rλ¯ (5.9)
As shown in Ref. [97], the effective tunnelling, in this case, is given by:∣∣∣∣κeffκ
∣∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣∣Jν(Kω0
)∣∣∣∣, (5.10)
where Jν is the Bessel function of order ν; see also Fig. 5.8.
To observe photon-assisted tunnelling, three sets of lattices (30-mm long) were fabri-
cated with sinusoidal modulation. For sets 1, 2 and 3, the periods (z0 = 2pi/ω0) were
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Fig. 5.8: Graphical representation of Fig. 5.7. Variation of the absolute value of the normalised
effective coupling withK0(= K/ω0). The solid lines are the absolute values of Bessel
functions (|J1|, |J2| and |J3|, respectively) which were predicted theoretically from
Eq. (5.10).
set to 3.9 mm, 7.8 mm and 11.7 mm respectively, corresponding to ν = 1, 2 and 3
in Eq. 5.9. For all sets, the radius of curvature and inter-site separation were set to
R = 120 mm and a = 16 µm respectively. For each set, 15 lattices were fabricated,
and the amplitude of oscillation, A, was varied; 0.5 µm ≤ A ≤ 14.5 µm (for set 1),
5.0 µm ≤ A ≤ 40.0 µm (for set 2) and 14 µm ≤ A ≤ 70 µm (for set 3). The measured
output intensity distributions are shown in Fig. 5.7. The effective coupling of a modu-
lated lattice, for a given value ofA, z0 andR, was evaluated by simulating a 30-mm-long
straight photonic lattice, and varying the coupling strength to optimally fit the observed
output intensity distributions. The absolute value of the normalised effective coupling
strength (|κeff/κ|) is plotted graphically as a function of K0 =K/ω0 in Fig. 5.8, where
it can be seen that (|κeff/κ|) has a characteristic (Bessel-function) dependency on K0,
as predicted by Eq. (5.10). This is clear evidence that the tunnelling has been partially
restored through an analogue of photon-assisted tunnelling. As a final note, it should
be stressed that simulations performed using the experimentally evaluated parameters
indicate that significant tunnelling is absent when z0 was not an integer multiple of 3.9
mm.
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5.7 Chapter summary
In this chapter, we have demonstrated that an appropriately designed array of evanes-
cently coupled curved optical waveguides can be used to observe a W-S state that is
fully localised on a single lattice site. From the perspective of solid state physics, the
localisation is due to an analogue of a strong external static electric field that breaks the
degeneracy of the Bloch states and results in a W-S ladder. Remarkably, we also demon-
strate that tunnelling in such photonic lattices can be restored by applying an analogue
of a sinusoidal electric field and that the strength of this tunnelling obeys a characteristic
dependency on the frequency and amplitude of the ac modulation which is directly in
agreement with the existing theory of photon-assisted tunnelling.
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Chapter 6
One-dimensional two-particle Hubbard model
6.1 Introduction
The physics of tightly bound non-interacting electrons in a crystalline solid at low tem-
perature can be described by the tight binding model. In the tight binding Hamiltonian,
only the kinetic energy of an electron is considered. However, in various situations, the
particle interaction (e.g the Coulomb repulsion) becomes important giving rise to var-
ious intriguing phenomena. In fact, elucidating the physics of interacting electrons in
crystalline solids constitutes one of the most challenging problems in modern physics,
with direct implications for our understanding of quantum magnetism and superconduc-
tivity. In 1963 John Hubbard proposed a model, the Hubbard model [98], by adding
an interaction term in the tight binding Hamiltonian, that can be used to examine these
problems. However, it should be noted that challenging issues can arise, especially in
the intermediate to strong coupling regimes where perturbation theory fails. The artifi-
cial crystal of cold atoms loaded into optical lattices [1–3] is an important and powerful
experimental platform to simulate Hubbard Hamiltonian and study many-body physics
in the laboratory. These experiments include the observation of the superfluid-Mott
insulator phase transition [99, 100], the realisation of one-dimensional quantum liq-
uids [101, 102], observation of second-order atom tunnelling [103], the investigation of
disordered systems [104] and the demonstration of repulsively bound states using both
bosonic [105] and fermionic [106] particles. These experiments triggered an intense
activity exploring the physics of interacting particles in optical lattices, including the
two-body [107–112] and three-body [113, 114] problems. It is of great interest to iden-
tify these exotic few-body properties in the absence of many-body environment which is
difficult using solid-state systems and challenging to probe using traditional cold-atom
experiments. Recently, few-body physics was explored with cold atoms in the absence
of an optical lattice [115–118]; using this approach, a one-dimensional Heisenberg spin
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chain was realised using few atoms [119].
In this chapter, we focus on the two-particle photonic Hubbard model in one-dimension,
that was investigated in a number of recent works [120–125], and demonstrate a series
of phenomena, such as suppression of 1-st order tunnelling, pair tunnelling and coherent
destruction of tunnelling (CDT), for the paired particles; see also [126].
6.2 Two-particle Hubbard Model
We consider two identical particles (e.g. bosons) in a one-dimensional tight binding lat-
tice with nearest-neighbour hopping. Also consider, for simplicity, that these particles
interact (either attract or repel) with each other only when they are in the same potential
well. In other words, there is only on-site interaction. This type of situation is described
by the two-particle Hubbard model. In this section, we will show that the physics of two
interacting quantum particles moving in a one-dimensional lattice can be simulated us-
ing a non-interacting system, such as photonic crystals operating in the linear optical
regime [120–125]. This approach is based on a mapping, which we now briefly sum-
marise; see also [127, 128]. Let us consider the standard Hubbard model (with ~=1) in
one dimension,
Hˆ=−J
∑
s
(
aˆ†saˆs+1 + aˆ
†
s+1aˆs
)
+
U0
2
nˆs(nˆs − 1), (6.1)
where aˆ†s (aˆs) is the creation (annihilation) operator for a particle at the s-th lattice site,
nˆs= aˆ
†
saˆs is the number operator, J is the nearest neighbour hopping amplitude and U0 is
the on-site interaction energy (note that U0> 0 for repulsive interactions). Considering
only two identical particles in the system, one expands the two-body wave function in
the Fock basis as
|ψ(t)〉 = 1√
2
∑
l,m
Cl,m(t) |l,m〉 , (6.2)
where Cl,m is the probability amplitude for finding one particle at site l and the other one
at site m. Using Eq. (6.1) and (6.2), the time evolution of Cl,m(t) is obtained from the
time dependent Schro¨dinger equation: i∂t |ψ〉=Hˆ |ψ〉,
i
dCl,m(t)
dt
= −J(Cl+1,m + Cl−1,m + Cl,m+1 + Cl,m−1)+ U0Cl,mδl,m. (6.3)
It should be noted that Eq. (6.3) can be formally mapped into a Schro¨dinger equation
that describes the dynamics of a single particle in a two-dimensional lattice, with sites
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Fig. 6.1: (a) Schematic diagram of a photonic square lattice where the diagonal sites l = m
(shown in red) have a shifted propagation constant, ∆β (≡ U0), compared to the off-
diagonal waveguides. The excitation of a diagonal waveguide at the input is the optical
analogue of two interacting particles at the same potential well of a one-dimensional
lattice at time, t=0 (b). The excitation of the two off-diagonal waveguides corresponds
to the particles located at different lattice sites at t=0 (c). (d) White-light transmission
micrograph of the facet of a laser-fabricated photonic square lattice. The lattice axes
were rotated by 45◦ with respect to the vertical direction (V) to achieve κx ≈ κy = κ.
The circled waveguide was excited at the input for all measurements. The red arrow
indicates the main diagonal (l=m).
located at position r = axlxˆ + aymyˆ, where ax,y denote the lattice constants, and (l,
m) are integers labelling the lattice sites in the 2D plane. In this picture, J denotes
the hopping amplitude along both spatial directions, and U0 corresponds to an on-site
potential, which only affects the sites located along the diagonal l = m. As a result,
any non-interacting two-dimensional system described by Eq. (6.3) can be exploited to
capture the physics of the two-body Hubbard problem [Eq. (6.1)].
In this chapter, we explore the above-mentioned mapping by considering a photonic
square lattice (ax, ay = a), a square array of coupled optical waveguides [Fig. 6.1 (a)].
Recently, such photonic systems have been developed to study single-particle effects
such as CDT in a double well [84, 85], Bloch oscillations [88], dynamic localisation [22,
129], Landau-Zener tunnelling [92], Anderson localisation [58], chiral edge modes [130],
and the localised states associated with flat-band lattices (see Chapter 4). Specific
effects related to interacting systems have also been studied based on photonic lat-
tices, see Refs. [120–125], suggesting an interesting alternative to cold-atom experi-
ments [103, 112].
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6.3 Photonic implementation
We consider a straight photonic square lattice where the waveguides located along the
main diagonal (l=m) have a shifted propagation constant (∆β=βoff-diagonal−βdiagonal) as
compared to all other (off-diagonal) waveguides, see Fig. 6.1 (a). (Note that the weakly
guiding approximation and paraxial approximation are valid for our engineered photonic
lattices; see Section 2.2.) In the nearest-neighbour tight binding approximation, the
propagation of light across this photonic lattice is governed by the following coupled
mode equation [121, 122]
i
dEl,m(z)
dz
=−κ(El+1,m + El−1,m + El,m+1 + El,m−1)+ ∆βEl,mδl,m, (6.4)
where El,m is the envelope of the electric field at the waveguide (l,m), z is the prop-
agation direction, and κ is the nearest neighbour coupling constant. The analogy with
the Hubbard problem in Eq. (6.3) is obtained by identifying (up to physical units) t↔z,
J ↔ κ and U0 ↔ ∆β. In the experiment, we only excite a diagonal site and hence,
simulate the dynamics of two interacting particles (either bosons or fermions with oppo-
site spins [127]) initially placed in the same potential well. One can, however, simulate
the dynamics of two bosons or two spinless fermions placed in two different wells, by
exciting two off-diagonal waveguides with symmetric (El,m =Em,l) or anti-symmetric
(El,m = −Em,l) states respectively. Note that for two fermions with opposite spin,
the particles are distinguishable and hence, the two-body wave function will be of the
form: |ψ(t)〉=∑l,mCl,m(t) |l,m〉.
6.4 Fabrication and characterisations
In this section, we briefly discuss the fabrication parameters, measurement of coupling
constant (κ) and analogous interaction (or shift in propagation constant, ∆β). We then
present the measured values of waveguide losses (propagation loss+bend loss). The
coupled optical waveguide arrays were fabricated using the ultrafast laser inscription
technique and the waveguide refractive index profile was controlled using the slit beam
shaping method; see Section 3.2.3. The white-light-transmission micrograph of the
facet of a finite square lattice is shown in Fig. 6.1 (d). The lattice contains 49 waveg-
uides, each of which supports only a fundamental mode at 740 nm wavelength. The
lattice constant is 16.35 µm. The lattice axes were rotated by 45◦ with respect to the
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Fig. 6.2: Variation of shift in propagation constant [β(v) − β(v = 9 mm/s)] as a function of
translation speed (v). The black circles are the measured values and the solid line is
the linear fit. (Blue) The variation of hopping amplitude (κ) with translation speed
can be ignored as it is comparable to the random variation of κ (i.e. the off-diagonal
disorder).
vertical direction (V) to achieve κx ≈ κy, where κx and κy are the coupling strengths
along the two axes of the lattice.
The parameters that describe a photonic lattice are the coupling constants between the
lattice sites and the propagation constant of each waveguide. To estimate the variation
of the nearest neighbour coupling constant (κ) with translation speed, ten symmetric
evanescently coupled two-waveguide couplers (both waveguides with identical fabri-
cation parameters) were fabricated with translation speeds 9 to 4.5 mm/s in steps of
0.5 mm/s. As can be seen from Fig. 6.2, the variation of κ with translation speed can
be ignored as it is comparable to the random variation of κ (i.e. the off-diagonal dis-
order). To measure next-nearest neighbour coupling (κn), two-waveguide evanescent
couplers were fabricated with waveguide-to-waveguide separation D =
√
2a; a is the
lattice constant of the square lattices and it was found that κn ≈ 0 for the maximum
observable propagation distance. To estimate the variation of the waveguide refractive
index (nwg) with translation speed, we fabricated ten one dimensional diffraction grat-
ings with 15 µm grating period, using translation speeds of 9 to 4.5 mm/s. The physical
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depth of each grating was measured (using an optical microscope) to be d=5± 0.5 µm,
and it is reasonable to assume that for our inscription parameters, the variation of writing
speed only changes the magnitude of the refractive index contrast, not its spatial extent.
By measuring the absolute diffraction efficiency of these gratings at the first order (η1),
and assuming that the diffraction gratings are sinusoidal phase gratings, nwg is calculated
from [51], as:
η1 = J 21
(2pi(nwg − n0)
λ
d
)
, (6.5)
where n0 is the refractive index of the substrate, and J is the Bessel function of the
first kind. The quantity of our interest is the shift in propagation constant (i.e. 2pi
λ
∆neff)
as function of the translation speed of fabrication. Assuming that the difference in the
effective indices of the modes (∆neff) is very close to the difference in waveguide refrac-
tive indices (∆nwg) for two waveguides fabricated with two different translation speeds,
we plot the shift in propagation constant [β(v)− β(v = 9 mm/s)] as a function of trans-
lation speed; see Fig. 6.2. It was found that within the range of fabrication parameters,
the shift in propagation constant varies almost linearly with translation speed. The black
circles in Fig. 6.2 are the measured values and the solid line is the linear fit.
To measure the variation of propagation loss with translation speed, ten isolated straight
waveguides (translation speeds 9 to 4.5 mm/s in steps of 0.5 mm/s) were fabricated in
a 15-mm-long substrate. We estimated propagation loss by subtracting the coupling
losses from the measured insertion loss for each waveguide. The propagation loss of
the waveguide fabricated with 9 mm/s was found to be 0.92 dB/cm. The variation of
propagation loss with translation speed was insignificant, with a maximum fluctuation
of≈ 0.04 dB/cm. To estimate bend loss, two sets of sinusoidally modulated waveguides
were fabricated with translation speeds of 9 and 6.5 mm/s. For each set, 15 waveguides
were fabricated with 1 µm ≤ A ≤ 15 µm in steps of 1 µm. Now the quantity of interest
is the difference in total loss (propagation loss+ bend loss) for two waveguides fabricated
with equal amplitude of modulation and two different translation speeds, which was
measured to be < 0.15 dB for 15-mm-long waveguides. Therefore the site-dependent
loss can be ignored.
6.5 Time evolution of two interacting particles
In order to observe the effect of the on-site “interaction”, we fabricated ten straight
(A= 0) square lattices of 15 mm propagation length (zmax) with ten different values for
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Fig. 6.3: Numerically calculated evolution of light intensity along the propagation direction, z,
for a 7×7 photonic square lattice. Here ∆β=0, κ=0.04 mm−1. The red curve is for
the central waveguide (4, 4) that was excited at the input (z=0). The black, green and
the dotted blue curves indicate intensities at the nearest neighbour (NN), next-nearest
neighbour (NNN) and next to next-nearest neighbour waveguides. Fig. 6.4 (a) shows
the measured output intensity distribution at z=15 mm.
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Fig. 6.4: Experimentally observed output intensity distributions when light was launched into
the l,m = 4, 4 site (circled waveguide) of the 15-mm-long straight photonic square
lattices (A = 0). Here the coupling constant is κ = 0.04 mm−1. The analogous
interaction ∆β is (a) 0.0, (b) −0.12 mm−1, (c) −0.21 mm−1 and (d) −0.32 mm−1.
The corresponding simulated intensity distributions are shown in (e)-(h). Each image
is normalized such that the total output power is 1. See also Fig. 6.3. The red arrow
indicates the main diagonal (l=m).
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Fig. 6.5: (a) Schematic diagram of pair hopping in the “strong-interaction” regime [∆β  κ,
equivalent to U0  J]. (b) Experimental observation of pair hopping in the 70-
mm-long straight photonic square lattices for κ = 0.027 mm−1, ∆β = −0.21 mm−1
(vd = 6 mm/s). The corresponding two-body simulation and the effective single-
particle simulation with pair coupling κ2 = −2κ2/∆β, are shown in (c) and (d), re-
spectively. Each image is normalised such that the total output power is 1. The white
circle indicates the waveguide that was excited at the input.
the shifted propagation constant ∆β. As mentioned in the previous section, the precise
tuning of ∆β was realised, without affecting κ and site dependent losses, by changing
the translation speed, v of fabrication; within the range of our fabrication parameters,
the shift in propagation constant varies almost linearly as the translation speed. The
nearest neighbour coupling constant is κ= 0.04 mm−1 and the next-nearest neighbour
coupling was insignificant for the maximum observable propagation distance (for all lat-
tices). Note that the values of κ and zmax were chosen such that the lattice sites at the
edges are never excited; see Fig. 6.3. The off-diagonal waveguides have, in all cases, the
same propagation constant, since they were fabricated with the same translation speed
(vod =9 mm/s). The diagonal waveguides in each lattice were fabricated with a different
translation speed, vd = vod − ∆v, with ∆v = 0 to 4.5 mm/s in steps of 0.5 mm/s, re-
sulting in a different propagation constant (∆β) along the diagonal; this gives rise to the
analogous on-site “interaction” term [Eq. (6.4)]. Fig. 6.4 (a) shows the observed output
intensity distribution for ∆v = 0 (or ∆β = 0) and for the input condition: E4,4(0) = 1.
Applying the same input condition, we observed that the output intensity distribution be-
comes increasingly localised as ∆v was increased [Fig. 6.4 (b)-(d)]; this is in excellent
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agreement with the theoretical intensity distributions [see Fig. 6.4 (e)-(h)], which were
obtained by solving the coupled-mode equations (Eq. 6.4). Theoretically, these results
can be understood in terms of the effective mass of the two-body bound state associ-
ated with the Hubbard Hamiltonian Eq. (6.1), i.e. M∗ ≈−~2U0/(4J2a2), whose abso-
lute value increases as a function of the interaction strength in the strongly-interacting
regime [108].
In the strongly-interacting regime of the Hubbard model, standard tunnelling for indi-
vidual particles is suppressed but the particles can hop as a pair; see Fig. 6.5 (a). Such
a pair tunnelling cannot be identified in Fig. 6.4, due to the very weak pair tunnelling
parameter κ2 κ and the small propagation length (15 mm) of the lattices. Hence, in
order to reveal pair tunnelling, a longer photonic lattice (70-mm-long) was fabricated;
note that a larger lattice constant (18 µm) was also chosen in order to inhibit next-nearest
neighbour hopping in this longer lattice. Here, the other lattice parameters are given by
κ=0.027 mm−1 and ∆β=−0.21 mm−1. When the (4, 4) waveguide was excited at the
input of this lattice, we observe significant amount of light in the diagonal waveguides
[Fig. 6.5 (b)]. This is a direct demonstration of pair tunnelling, and hence, the formation
of a bound state in the strongly-interacting regime. We see good agreement between ex-
perimental results, the full two-body simulation [i.e. the solution of Eq. (6.4)] and an
effective single-particle simulation; the latter corresponds to the dynamics of a paired
state hopping in a one-dimensional lattice, with the modified (pair tunnelling) constant
κ2=−2κ2/∆β [107, 108].
6.6 Theory of coherent destruction of tunnelling
In this section, we will briefly summarise the theory of coherent destruction of tunnelling
for two interacting particles; see also [123, 127, 128]. Let us consider the dynamics of
two interacting particles in a one-dimensional tight binding lattice driven by a sinusoidal
force of high frequency. We add a time dependent term (driving) in Eq.(6.1) and write
the Hamiltonian as
Hˆ=−J
∑
s
(
aˆ†saˆs+1 + aˆ
†
s+1aˆs
)
+
U0
2
nˆs(nˆs − 1) +K sin(Ωt)snˆs, (6.6)
where K and Ω are the amplitude and frequency of the driving. Now expanding the
two-body wavefunction in the Fock basis [Eq. (6.2)], the time evolution of Cl,m(t) is
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Fig. 6.6: (a) Schematic diagram of two interacting particles in a one-dimensional lattice driven
by a sinusoidal force (Fac). (b) The sinusoidal force changes the slope of the potential
sinusoidally with time. (c) A modulated photonic square lattices which mimics the
dynamics of (a, b).
determined by solving the equation
i
d
dt
Cl,m(t) = −J
(
Cl+1,m + Cl−1,m + Cl,m+1 + Cl,m−1
)
+
[
U0δl,m +K sin(Ωt)(l +m)
]
Cl,m. (6.7)
In our photonic platform, the sinusoidal driving is realised by periodically modulating
the waveguides along the main diagonal; see Fig. 6.6 (c). The coupled mode equa-
tion for a sinusoidally driven photonic lattice with a shift in propagation constant in the
diagonal is given by
i
d
dz
El,m(z) =− κ
(
El+1,m + El−1,m + El,m+1 + El,m−1
)
+
[
∆βδl,m +
An0ω
2a√
2λ¯
sin(ωz)(l +m)
]
El,m, (6.8)
where n0 is the refractive index of the medium, and A [resp. ω] is the amplitude [resp.
spatial frequency] of the sinusoidal modulation. In this photonic setup, the analogy of
driving in Eq. (6.7) is obtained by the simple identification K↔An0ω2a/(
√
2λ¯).
The dynamics of the two interacting particles in the presence of a sinusoidal driving
force is determined by κ, ∆β, ω and K [Eq. (6.8)], and the transport along the array
can be suppressed (CDT) under the following conditions. In the high frequency regime
(ω∆β), the external driving renormalises the hopping amplitude, κeff =κ|J0(K/ω)|,
as for the non-interacting case and causes approximate CDT when the zero-th order
Bessel function (J0) is zero. For ω  ∆β (low frequency regime) CDT cannot be
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Fig. 6.7: (a)-(d) The intensity distributions at the output of modulated square lattices (15-mm-
long) for the input condition:E4,4(0)=1. The on-site interaction (∆β) and the driving
frequency (ω∆β) were fixed and The amplitude of modulation (A) was varied from
1 to 15 µm in steps of 1 µm. For each image the value of A is indicated. Each image
is normalised such that the total output power is 1. The amplitude of modulation (A)
is indicated for each image. A different colour-scale was chosen to highlight the low
intensities.
observed simultaneously for paired and unpaired particles as the effective force on the
paired particle is twice the force acting on an unpaired particle. In this context the role
of K/∆β was elaborated in Ref. [131]; see also [127]. It was shown that the miniband
structure breaks down as K approaches ∆β. Recently, it was reported in Ref. [123]
that CDT can be simultaneously realised for both paired and unpaired particles under
appropriate driving if ω∼∆β and ω  κ, up to the long time scale (∼ ω/κ2).
6.7 Observation of CDT
Here we focus on CDT in the high frequency regime (ω∆β, κ; ω=2pi/z0; z0=4 mm).
In the experiment, fifteen square lattices (15-mm-long) were fabricated with sinusoidally
modulated waveguides [Fig. 6.6 (c)]. The amplitude of modulation (A) was varied from
1 to 15 µm in steps of 1 µm. The on-site interaction ∆β=−0.18 mm−1 [vod=9 mm/s
and vd = 6.5 mm/s.], driving frequency ω = 1.57 mm−1 and the hopping amplitude,
κ=0.04 mm−1 in all cases. Fig. 6.7 (a)-(d) show the output intensity distributions when
light is launched at the (4, 4) site of each lattice. As A is increased the output intensity
distribution is observed to be increasingly localised and becomes almost fully localised
near A = 11 µm. As A was further increased, the tunnelling is restored. To quantify
the localisation, the inverse participation ratio (IPR) was calculated from the measured
output intensity distributions. The IPR is a measure of localisation and is defined as the
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Fig. 6.8: The variation of IPR as a function of A. The red circles show the measured IPR.
The dotted red line indicates the theoretically obtained variation of IPR. Here ∆β =
−0.18 mm−1, κ=0.04 mm−1, and ω=1.57 mm−1. The solid black curve represents
the variation of IPR for ∆β =0.
average of the absolute value of the fourth power of the wavefunction:
IPR =
∑
I2l,m(∑
Il,m
)2 , (6.9)
where Il,m is the light intensity at the (l, m) waveguide. The measured IPR (at z =
15 mm) as a function of A is shown in Fig. 6.8 by the red circles, in good agreement
with the theoretical result (dotted red line). To highlight the difference between the
observed IPR for two interacting particles and that for two non-interacting particles, the
theoretical IPR with no interactions (∆β=0) is shown by the solid black line for which
CDT occurs when J0(K/w) = 0 (i.e. A ≈ 11 µm). It should be mentioned that the
IPR is not a conserved quantity (when the condition for CDT is not satisfied) along the
propagation direction. The variation of IPR as a function of z is shown in Fig. 6.9 for
four different values of A.
The observed variation of IPR with the amplitude of modulation can be explained from
the Floquet quasienergy spectrum [131, 132]. For the modulated square lattices, the
Hamiltonian is a periodic function of z, i.e. Hˆ(z) =H(z + z0). In this situation, using
Floquet theory, the solution of the Schro¨dinger equation can be written as |Φ(z)〉 =
e−iεz |φ(z)〉 with |φ(z)〉 = |φ(z + z0)〉, where |φ(z)〉 is a Floquet state and ε is the
quasienergy. To obtain the quasienergies we diagonalize the evolution operator defined
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Fig. 6.9: Variation of inverse participation ratio (IPR) as a function of propagation distance,
z, for the modulated photonic lattices presented in Fig. 6.7 (a)-(d). The dotted line
indicates the z value where the output intensities were experimentally measured; see
Fig. 6.7 (a)-(d).
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Fig. 6.10: Floquet quasienergies (Black) for a sinusoidally driven one-dimensional lattice with
two interacting particles. The wider miniband corresponds to the unpaired state and
the narrower miniband is for the paired states. The inset shows the pseudo-collaps
of the narrower miniband. The minibands are separated by the Hubbard gap,∼∆β.
The overlap of the input state, E4,4 = 1 and the eigenstates of the narrower miniband
as a function of A is shown by the dotted blue line.
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as:
U = T exp
[
− i
∫ z0
0
H(z′)dz′
]
, (6.10)
where T indicates the time ordering. The normalised quasienergy (ε/ω) is plotted in
Fig. 6.10 as a function of A for fixed values of ∆β and κ. As can be seen in Fig. 6.10,
the quasienergies for two interacting particles in a periodically-driven one dimensional
lattice form two minibands. The wider miniband corresponds to the states in which the
two particles are in separate wells (unpaired state) and the narrower miniband corre-
sponds to the paired states. The minibands are separated by a gap∼∆β, corresponding
to the (anti-) binding energy. Both minibands (pseudo) collapse near A=11 µm which
causes (approximate) CDT. The calculation of the overlap of the input state, E4,4 = 1
and the eigenstates of the narrower miniband as a function of A is shown by the dotted
blue line in Fig. 6.10. The overlap is more than 80% irrespective of the value of A. Im-
portantly, since the narrower miniband is less dispersive compared to the Floquet band
of two non-interacting particles (not shown in the figure), the localisation (IPR) of the
interacting system is stronger than in the case of a non-interacting system (i.e. the dotted
red line in Fig. 6.10 lies above the solid black line).
6.8 Chapter summary
We have experimentally implemented the photonic realisation of two interacting parti-
cles in a one dimensional tight-binding lattice with only nearest neighbour tunnelling.
The suppression of independent tunnelling of individual particles and the evidence of
second order pair tunnelling was observed in the strong interaction regime. We then
showed the effect of an engineered sinusoidal force on the paired state. Coherent de-
struction of tunnelling was observed as the amplitude of the force is varied. Our ex-
periment paves the way for simulating few-body physics in low-dimensional lattices
with a clean nearest-neighbour-only hopping, for both static and periodically-driven (or
Floquet) Hamiltonians. Successful implementation of similar photonic setups will en-
able us to experimentally simulate other intriguing problems such as N particles in a
double-well potential [120], the dynamics of the correlated particles in a random po-
tential [133, 134], dissipation-induced correlation [125] and two-body Su-Schrieffer-
Heeger model [135].
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Chapter 7
Observation of anomalous topological edge modes in a slowly-driven
photonic square lattice
7.1 Introduction
The discovery of quantised Hall effect [136] and topological insulators [137–139] have
stimulated the investigation of topologically protected quantum effects in solid-state sys-
tems. Topological insulators are a family of materials with insulating bulk and con-
ducting edge or surface states. These edge states are insensitive to defects and they
can propagate one-way (chiral) without back-scattering. Although these topologically
robust phenomena were originally studied in electronic systems, in recent years vari-
ous artificial systems, such as cold atoms in optical lattices [140], coupled optical ring
resonators [141–143] and photonic lattices [130], have become important experimental
tools. In band theory, the Bloch bands are characterised by band index and quasimo-
mentum. However, in topological band theory, a set of topological invariants are nec-
essary for the complete characterisation of the Bloch bands. For a static system, where
the Hamiltonian is not a function of time, one such topological invariant is the Chern
number, Cn for the n-th Bloch band. For a finite lattice with edges, Cn is equal to the
difference between the numbers of chiral edge modes entering the band from below and
exiting above (static bulk-edge correspondence).
Using Floquet theory, the topological band theory of a static system can be extended to
a periodically-driven system. For fast driving, driving frequency hopping amplitude,
the topological phase of a system can be predicted by the usual Chern numbers that are
used to describe static systems. However, in the limit of slow driving, driving frequency
∼ hopping amplitude, topologically protected edge modes can be observed even if the
Chern numbers associated with all the bulk bands are zero. In Rudner et. al. [144], these
novel type of topological edge modes were referred to “anomalous” edge modes. Here,
we focus on the single particle physics in a periodically driven photonic square lattice,
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and investigate this novel type of chiral edge mode (“anomalous” or “genuine Floquet”
topological edge modes) which can be observed only in a slowly driven system. In
the low-frequency regime, we experimentally demonstrate the existence of anomalous
topological edge modes which are robust against defects.
7.2 Floquet theory
In this section, we describe the Floquet theory that will be used to investigate the dy-
namics of a driven two-dimensional lattice. We consider a static system, described
by a Hamiltonian Hˆ0, that is driven in time, and we write the time-dependent Hamil-
tonian as Hˆ(t). In general, the time-dependent Hamiltonian, Hˆ(t), could be com-
plicated and difficult to handle theoretically. However, in case of time-periodic driv-
ing, i.e. Hˆ(t) = Hˆ(t + T ) where the frequency of driving is ω = 2pi/T , one can use
Floquet theory to analyse the system theoretically. In analogy with the static sys-
tem, the evolution of a periodically driven system is described by the Floquet basis
states: |Ψ(t)〉= |Φ(t)〉 e−iεt where |Φ(t+ T )〉= |Φ(t)〉 and ε is called the quasienergy
defined on a quasienergy Brillouin zone {−pi/T ≤ ε ≤ pi/T}. The behaviour of the
system is analysed in terms of the evolution operator, Uˆ(T ), of the system over one full
period of the driving:
Uˆ(T ) = T exp
[
−i
∫ T
0
Hˆ(t)dt
]
, (7.1)
where T indicates the time ordering. After each period of driving, each Floquet state
is mapped into itself up to a phase: |Ψ(t)〉 = Uˆ(t) |Ψ(0)〉 = e−iεt |Ψ(0)〉. For a given
time-modulation, Hˆ(t), Eq. (7.1) is numerically integrated and diagonalised to obtain
the quasienergies.
7.3 Slowly-driven square lattice
We consider the tight binding model for a square lattice which is inspired by the lat-
tice proposed in Rudner et. al. [144]. The lattice is driven in the following way. The
hopping amplitudes (or coupling strengths) between lattice sites are varying in a spa-
tially homogeneous but time-periodic way, see Fig. 7.1 (a). The total driving period
(z0) is equally divided into four. During each 1/4-th of a complete period, the coupling
is allowed only along one of the four nearest neighbours [shown by the solid coloured
lines in Fig. 7.1 (a)]. The magnitude of the coupling strengths are κi (i= 1, 2, 3 and 4).
The unit cell is indicated by the grey-coloured square in Fig. 7.1 (b). The Hamiltonian
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Fig. 7.1: Schematic diagram of a periodically driven square lattice: chiral edge modes and lo-
calised bulk modes. (a) The hopping amplitudes are varying in a spatially homoge-
neous but time-periodic way. The total period (z0) is equally divided into four. The
magnitude of the coupling strengths are κi (i = 1, 2, 3 and 4) respectively. (b) For
κiz0/4 = pi/2, if a waveguide in the bulk of the lattice (shown by the dotted circle) is
excited in this lattice, it is expected that the light will cycle back to the excitation waveg-
uide after each period. In other words, the bulk state is localised. However, when a
waveguide at the edge (as shown by the solid circle) is excited, the light propagates
along the edge and does not penetrate into the bulk. The edge modes are insensitive
to a broken bond (or a missing waveguide) at the edge. (c) Floquet spectrum for the
simplest situation: Λi=pi/2 for all the bonds, where Λi=κiz0/4. The red squares in-
dicate the two degenerate bulk bands. The blue squares correspond to the edge modes.
(d) If the lattice is driven with Λ1=0 and Λ2,3,4=pi/2, the bulk bands are flat and well
separated.
that describes this system is periodic in z (z is analogous to time) and using Floquet
theory [145, 146] one can obtain the band structure.
Consider that the lowest Bloch bands, separated from the higher energy bands by a
large band gap, are only excited initially. In this situation, the higher Bloch bands are
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not excited when the system is observed stroboscopically (after each full period); see
Ref. [147]. The Floquet operator for the above-mentioned driven lattice can be written
as:
Uˆ(z0)=e
−iHˆ4z0/4e−iHˆ3z0/4e−iHˆ2z0/4e−iHˆ1z0/4, (7.2)
where the Hamiltonian, Hˆn (n=1, 2, 3 and 4) is piecewise constant in (analogous) time
within the interval (n − 1)z0/4≤ z0≤ nz0/4. Here we consider two different types of
driving and numerically calculate the quasienergies.
Case 1: First, we investigate the simplest situation: Λi = pi/2 for all the bonds, where
Λi=κiz0/4. This means that a particle will hop to its nearest neighbour site after 1/4-th
of the complete period with 100 % probability if the coupling between them is allowed.
In this situation, a particle in the bulk [shown by the dotted circle in Fig. 7.1 (b)] moves
in closed trajectories which means that the bulk state is localised. When this system is
observed stroboscopically, the effective static Hamiltonian (Hˆeff) vanishes as the evolu-
tion operator, Uˆ(z0) = 1. Here the Floquet spectrum consists of two degenerate bulk
bands at quasienergy zero [ Fig. 7.1 (c)]; the chiral edge modes are shown in by blue
squares. It should be highlighted that Chern number for the bulk bands has to be zero in
this case as the bands are gap-less. Hence, the edge modes are “anomalous”.
Case 2: Let us imagine that the green bonds in Fig. 7.1 (a, b) are always off which
means Λ1 = 0. For other three bonds Λ2,3,4 = pi/2. In this situation, the Floquet spec-
trum, Fig. 7.1 (d), consists of two non-degenerate flat bends with zero Chern number.
Most importantly, as the bulk bands well separated, small disorder (less than the energy
gap between the bulk bands) cannot close the energy gap. In the following sections,
the experimental realisation of the anomalous edge modes with the above-mentioned
driving protocols will be presented.
7.4 Photonic implementation: tapered directional couplers
For the experimental realisation of the model described in Section 7.3, we consider a
photonic square lattice with initially uncoupled waveguides. To turn on the coupling be-
tween any two desired waveguides, the inter-waveguide separation is reduced by curving
the axes of the waveguides in x-y-z, such that the waveguides propagate together for for
a straight section of length L2. After this interaction region, the waveguides are again
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Fig. 7.2: (a) Schematic diagram of a directional coupler consisting of two synchronously bend-
ing waveguides, WG 1 and WG 2. The separation between the waveguides is d(z),
where z is the propagation direction, dmax = max[d(z)], and dmin = min[d(z)]. (b)
Experimentally measured variation of coupling strength as a function of separation, d,
between two coupled straight waveguides. The solid line is the exponential fit. (c)
Estimated variation of κ(z) along the propagation direction of the coupler, shown in
(a), with L2 = 1 mm. (d) Experimentally measured (filled squares and filled circles)
and theoretically predicted (solid lines) variation of intensities, (I1, I2), as a function
of L2.
separated in a reverse manner. In other words, each bond in the lattice is a tapered di-
rectional coupler with two slowly and synchronously bending optical waveguides, which
are evanescently coupled in the middle [see Fig. 7.2 (a)]. For a particular wavelength,
the coupling that occurs between two slowly and synchronously bending waveguides is
equivalent to an effective tight binding coupling between two straight waveguides (see
Ref. [148]). For such a directional coupler, when WG 1 is excited at the input, the
normalised output intensities are given by [148]
I1 = cos
2(φ) and I2 = sin2(φ),
where φ =
∫ z
0
κ(z)dz. (7.3)
To obtain Eq. (7.3), it is assumed that the tilt of the wavefront due to the bending of the
waveguide axis is negligible (paraxial approximation). Hence, it is necessary to check
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the validity of Eq. (7.3) to show that paraxial approximation is indeed applicable.
To experimentally verify the validity of Eq. (7.3), we fabricated thirteen sets of couplers
with L1 =L3 = 2 mm, dmax = 40 µm, dmin = 9.5 µm and 0 ≤ L2 ≤ 6 mm; the bending
profile of the two waveguides are shown in Fig. 7.2 (a). In the bending region, each
waveguide bends as a sine-squared function. In Fig. 7.2 (d), the measured variation of
output intensities, (I1, I2), are plotted as a function of L2.
To theoretically explain the measured variation of (I1, I2), we estimated κ(z) in the
following way. First, we experimentally measured how κ(d) varies as a function of the
separation, d, between two coupled straight waveguides, and an exponentially decaying
behaviour was observed as shown in Fig. 7.2 (c); see also Section 3.3. From this, we
then estimated the variation of κ(z) as a function of z, as the separation, d(z), between
the two waveguides of the coupler is known. Fig. 7.2 (c) shows this variation for L2 =
1 mm. Using Eq. (7.3), we plotted (I1, I2) as a function of L2 [solid lines in Fig. 7.2 (d)]
which is in excellent agreement with our experimental result. Fig. 7.2 (d) proves that
Eq. (7.3), and hence, the paraxial approximation made to obtain this equation is valid
for ultrafast laser inscribed tapered directional coupler with slow bending.
7.5 Fabrication of slowly driven photonic lattices
To implement the scheme described in Section 7.3, we fabricate a photonic square lat-
tice where all the waveguides are initially separated by 40 µm, such that they are ef-
fectively uncoupled. To turn on coupling between any two desired lattice sites, the
inter-waveguide separation is reduced by synchronously bending the axes of the waveg-
uides in x-y-z, and moving them closer as described in Section 7.4. As discussed in the
previous sections, the control of the parameter Λi = κiz0/4 is crucial. In the experi-
ment z0 was chosen to be fixed. The magnitude of coupling constant was controlled by
correctly choosing the inter-waveguide separation, and precisely tuned by varying the
wavelength of light.
The photonic lattices with two driving periods were fabricated inside a 70 mm-long glass
(Corning Eagle2000) substrate using the ultrafast laser inscription technique; the refrac-
tive index profile of each waveguide was controlled using the slit beam shaping method;
see Section 3.2.3. Each waveguide was inscribed by translating the glass substrate at
a translation speed of 6 mm/s, once through the focus of a 500 kHz train of 1030 nm
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Fig. 7.3: (a) White-light-micrograph of the input facet of the slowly-driven photonic square lat-
tice. The red arrow indicates a missing waveguide [(8, 4) lattice site] which acts like a
defect. (b) A cartoon of the three-dimensional waveguide paths for Λi = κiz0/4=pi/2
(i=1, 2, 3 and 4). (c) Schematic diagram of the experimental set-up to excite different
lattice sites. A photonic crystal fibre (PCF) was pumped using sub-picosecond laser
pulses of 1064 nm wavelength to generate supercontinuum light. A tunable monochro-
mator (MC) placed after the supercontinuum source transmits a narrow band (∼3 nm)
of light which was coupled to a fibre (SMF-600). The fibre was coupled to the lattice
sites. Here L1-L6 are convex lenses. The output intensity distribution was observed
in a CMOS camera. A polariser (P) passing only vertically polarised light is placed in
front of the camera to ensure that the measurements are not affected by polarisation-
dependent coupling.
femtosecond (fs) laser pulses. The laser inscription parameters were optimised to pro-
duce waveguides that were single-mode and well confined in the wavelength range: 700-
830 nm. To study the response of the edge modes in the presence of a defect at the edge,
the waveguide at the (8, 4) lattice site was not fabricated. The white-light-transmission
micrograph of a lattice is shown in Fig. 7.3 (a). A schematic diagram of the three-
dimensional waveguide paths is shown in Fig. 7.3 (b).
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Fig. 7.4: Floquet spectrum when (a) all four bonds (with slightly different strengths) are on
with λ1,2,3,4 ≈ pi/2, (b) three bonds (with slightly different strengths) are on with
Λ2,3,4 ≈ pi/2 and Λ1=0; see also Fig. 7.6. The red squares indicate the bulk band(s).
The blue squares correspond to the edge modes.
7.6 Characterisation of slowly driven photonic lattices
The lattices were characterised using single-mode-fibre input coupling and free-space
output coupling, see Fig. 7.3 (c). As mentioned in the previous section, wavelength
tunability of the incident light is required for the precise control of Λi. To achieve this a
photonic crystal fibre (PCF) was pumped using sub-picosecond laser pulses of 1064 nm
wavelength to generate supercontinuum light. A tunable monochromator (MC) placed
after the supercontinuum source transmits a narrow band (∼ 3 nm) of light which was
coupled to a fibre (SMF-600). The fibre was then coupled to the lattice sites. The output
intensity distribution was observed in a CMOS camera. A polariser (P) passing only
vertically polarised light is placed in front of the camera to ensure that the measurements
are not affected by polarisation-dependent coupling.
Case-1 First we consider the driving protocol for which all bonds have equal strength,
Λi = κiz0/4 =pi/2 (i= 1, 2, 3 and 4). At 785 nm wavelength almost complete transfer
of light was observed between two coupled lattice sites; see also Fig. 7.9 (b). As shown
in Fig. 7.4 (a), the bulk bands become dispersive when Λi are slightly different from
the desired value pi/2. In this situation, when edge modes are excited by individually
launching light at (8, 8), (4, 8), and (1,7) lattice sites, it was observed that the light
propagates along the edge and does not penetrate into the bulk [Fig. 7.5 (a-c)]. As the
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Fig. 7.5: Experimentally observed anomalous topological edge modes and largely localised bulk
modes in a periodically driven photonic square lattice. Total length of the lattice is 2z0
(z0 is the period of driving). When Λ1,2,3,4 ≈ pi/2, we observe chiral edge modes
(a-c) which are robust against defects [in this case a missing lattice site] (d, e) and the
bulk state is largely localised (f). The lattice site that was excited at the input for each
measurement is indicated by the red circle. Each image is normalised so that the total
power is 1. Band structure for this lattice was shown in Fig. 7.4 (a). See Ref. [149] for
a similar experimental work.
total length of the lattice is equal to two driving periods (2z0), the edge modes propagate
by two lattice constants along the edge. To demonstrate the robustness of these edge
modes against a defect (a missing lattice site), we launch light at (8, 1) and (7, 4) sites and
observe that the edge modes propagate around that defect without any back-scattering
[Fig. 7.5 (d, e)]. In other words, the edge modes are insensitive to defects. We then
excite (3, 6) lattice site at the bulk of the lattice [Fig. 7.5 (f)] and observe a negligible
spread of the analogous wavefunction as the bulk band is slightly dispersive and we are
measuring the intensity distribution only after two driving periods.
Case-2 In the above-mentioned experiment, we have observed anomalous edge modes
when the two bulk bands are degenerate. Now we investigate another type of driving
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Fig. 7.6: Experimentally observed anomalous topological edge modes and largely localised bulk
modes in a periodically driven photonic square lattice with Λ1 = 0 and Λ2,3,4 ≈ pi/2.
(a-c) Observed chiral edge modes which are robust against defects (d, e) and the bulk
state is largely localised (f). The lattice site that was excited at the input for each
measurement is indicated by the red circle. Each image is normalised so that the total
power is 1. Band structure for this lattice was shown in Fig. 7.4 (b).
protocol where the bulk bands are well separated. We consider a similar engineered
photonic lattice where the first bond [the green bond in Fig. 7.1 (a, b)] is never turned
on. This means for the first z0/4 length of each period, all the waveguides are straight
and uncoupled. The other three bonds are designed to achieve almost complete transfer
of light. In other words, Λ2,3,4 ≈ pi/2. To characterise the bonds present in the lat-
tice, and hence validate our theoretical model, we fabricated five sets of each bond in
isolation, inside the same substrate, and measured their behaviour as a function of the
wavelength of light. When characterised with 785 nm light, the mean and standard de-
viation of Λi (i=2, 3, 4) were found to be Λ2=pi/2(1.16±0.04), Λ3=pi/2(1.15±0.04),
Λ4 = pi/2(0.085±0.03). For the bond κ1, all the light remains in the waveguide ex-
cited at the input, which indicates no transfer of light (Λ1 = 0). In this situation, there
are equal number of edge modes above and below each bulk bands [see Fig. 7.4], and
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Fig. 7.7: (a) Same result as in Fig. 7.6 (a), but using a different colour-scale so as to highlight the
low intensities (bulk response). The right panel shows the relative light intensity at the
five lattice sites indicated by green circles (left panel), where light was detected at the
output. (b) Theoretical simulation of the intensity distribution, from a numerical reso-
lution of the Schro¨dinger equation associated with the Floquet (effective) Hamiltonian.
The sites coordinates indicated in the right panels correspond to the axis orientation of
Fig. 7.3 (a).
hence, the bulk bands are anomalous (Chern zero). We excited the edge modes by indi-
vidually launching light at (4, 8), (2, 8) and (1,7) lattice sites respectively. The observed
output intensity distributions are shown in Fig. 7.6 (a-c). Fig. 7.6 (b) shows that the
edge modes are not scattered by corners. The response of the edge modes to a missing
waveguide [Fig. 7.6 (d, e)] is the same as shown in Fig. 7.5 (d-e). Fig. 7.6 (f) shows the
largely localised output intensity when the bulk bands are excited.
In our experiment, the excitation of a single lattice site on the edge cannot excite the
edge modes with unit efficiency. This happens due to the fact that Λ2,3,4 are slightly
different from the ideal values. Note that the residual excitation of the bulk was exper-
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Fig. 7.8: Floquet spectrum calculated considering the strip geometries for (a, b) Λi = pi/2 and
(c, d) Λ1 = 0, Λ2,3,4 =pi/2. The quasienergies for the edge modes are shown in blue,
and that for the bulk bands are in red.
imentally observed in Fig. 7.6 (a-e). To highlight this fact, we show the relative output
intensities at various edge and bulk lattice sites in Fig. 7.7, which shows good agree-
ment with a theoretical simulation. The latter was performed by inserting the mean
values of Ji extracted from the experiment into the effective Hamiltonian, and resolving
the corresponding Schro¨dinger equation numerically.
It should be noted that the group velocity of the edge modes on the top-left edge [Fig.
7.6 (a)] is half of that on the bottom-left edge [Fig. 7.6 (c)]. To explain this, Floquet
spectrum was calculated considering the strip geometries; see Appendix B. As shown in
Fig. 7.8 (c, d), the group velocity of the edge modes (i.e. the slope of the edge modes in
Floquet spectrum) along the y axis is twice of that on the x axis, which was observed in
the experiment. Also note that the group velocity of the edge modes is equal on both
edges when all the four bonds have equal strength with Λi = pi/2, see Fig. 7.8 (a, b),
which was observed in Fig. 7.5 (a, c).
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Fig. 7.9: (a) A cartoon of a directional coupler (evanescently coupled two-waveguides) which
acts as the bond in the driven lattice. Each bond was fabricated with identical waveg-
uide paths as used to inscribe the photonic lattice to characterise the four bonds. (b)
Variation of coupling constant, κi (i= 2, 3, 4), as a function of wavelength. The error
bars indicate the measured standard deviation. κ1 was measured to be zero.
Fig. 7.10: Same as Fig. 7.6 with wavelength of incident light (a) 785 nm [i.e. Λ2,3,4 ≈ pi/2,
Λ1=0] and (b) 735 nm [i.e. Λ2,3,4≈0.65pi/2, Λ1=0] respectively. The green circles
indicate the lattice sites where light intensity was detected at the output. Each image
is normalized so that the total power is 1.
7.7 Wavelength tuning
The refractive index profile of a photonic lattice is a function of wavelength, and by
tuning the wavelength of incident light the evanescent coupling can be tuned. Wave-
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Fig. 7.11: (a) Variation of centre of mass (CM) along the two lattice axes as a function of average
transfer of light. (b) Variation of output intensity (measured and expected) at the (6-8)
lattice site as a function of average transfer of light.
length tuning also changes the propagation constant (i.e. the analogous site energy) of
each waveguide, but this effect is not important for our experiments as the site energy
can be chosen to be zero. Here we are interested in the wavelength range (i.e. 700 nm
to 830 nm) for which each waveguide supports only the fundamental mode. In this sec-
tion, we will discuss the effects of wavelength tuning for the lattice shown in Fig. 7.6;
see also [150]. As mentioned in the previous section, to characterise each bond in the
lattice we fabricated five sets of each bond (evanescent coupler) in isolation. The mean
and standard deviation of the transfer of light, which is a measure of Λi, for three types
of bonds (i= 2, 3, 4) are shown in Fig. 7.9. For the first bond the transfer of light was
insignificant in the wavelength range of interest. It should be mentioned that the transfer
of light is defined as: transfer=P2/P1=sin2(Λ), where P1 and P2 are the output power
in the two arms [see Fig. 7.9] of the coupler.
We inject light at the (6-8) lattice site and tuned the wavelength using the monochromator
shown in Fig. 7.3 (c). It was observed that as the transfer of light reduces from ∼
100% for the three bonds (i= 2, 3, 4), light starts to penetrate into the bulk. The output
intensity distributions for 785 nm and 735 nm wavelength are presented in Fig. 7.10 (a, b)
respectively. To quantify this penetration of light into the bulk of the lattice, we calculate
the x and y components of the drift of the centre of mass [defined as
∑
l,m Il,mrl,m]
relative to the initially excited lattice site; see Fig. 7.11 (a). Note that for the specific
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incident-light wavelength (785 nm) for which the average transfer is close to unity, it
was found that (CM)x ≈ −a and (CM)y ≈ 0, which is in agreement with the edge-
mode (chiral) displacement observed in Fig. 7.10 (a). Fig. 7.11 (b) shows that the light
intensity at (6-8) site varies as (transfer)−4 as would be expected. Here we have only
demonstrated the capability of wavelength tuning which can be used, in principle, to
investigate different topological phases (shown in Ref. [150]).
7.8 Chapter summary
In this chapter, we presented slowly driven photonic square lattices and demonstrated
the existence of chiral topological edge modes which are robust against defects. The
theoretical analysis shows that these edge modes have no static analogue and hence they
are anomalous. In other words, these edge modes are associated with a distinct topo-
logical invariant known as the winding number. In future work, we expect to observe
interesting phenomena in this system in the presence of nonlinearity.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and future work
8.1 Conclusions
In this thesis, we have mainly focused on various localisation effects in the periodic
arrays of coupled optical waveguides. The experimental techniques were discussed in
detail. We have also presented brief theoretical analysis for the completeness of the
discussion. Most of the phenomena discussed in this work are well-known and well-
studied in theoretical condensed matter physics, and the experimental work presented
here proves the capabilities of the photonic system as a powerful and clean simulator
which is an interesting alternative to cold atomic systems. The experimental results
presented here offer new opportunities to study single and two-particle dynamics, and as
such are of interest to a wide audience of researchers in quantum optics, photonics, cold
atomic gases and condensed matter physics.
Here we summarise the main achievements of this work. The theoretical analysis of the
straight and curved photonic lattices was briefly discussed in Chapter 2. We derived the
Schro¨dinger-like equation that governs the propagation of light waves across a photonic
lattice and introduced the concept of evanescent coupling. Calculations of the band
structure using the tight binding model were presented for one-dimensional and two-
dimensional lattices. In Chapter 3, we briefly summarised the ultrafast laser inscription
technique and measurement of evanescent coupling and waveguide refractive index. In
Chapter 4, we presented a novel technique of light-trapping using lattice geometries
that support flat-band(s) in the energy spectrum. In Chapter 5, we discussed how one
can simulate the dynamics of a single particle in a periodic potential with static and
periodic driving. Here we demonstrated optical analogue of Wannier-Stark localisation
and photon assisted tunnelling. We also demonstrated that it is possible to emulate a
two-particle one-dimensional Hubbard model with unprecedented level of control using
photonic lattices in Chapter 6. There we demonstrated suppression of standard 1-st order
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tunnelling, observation of pair tunnelling and coherent destruction of tunnelling for the
paired particles. In Chapter 7, we demonstrate a novel type of edge modes, which has
no static analogue, using a slowly-driven photonic square lattice. These robust chiral
edge modes, known as anomalous topological modes, exist even if all the bulk bands are
topologically trivial.
8.2 Future work
It is of great interest to investigate single particle physics in the presence of a uniform
magnetic flux. Experimental achievements of this thesis clearly indicate the possibil-
ity to realise a synthetic uniform magnetic flux by correctly engineering the propaga-
tion constant along the propagation direction. In this context, we have discussed the
photonic Aharonov-Bohm photonic caging that can be observed in a rhombic lattice
geometry; see Section 4.2.6. Specific phenomena in flat-band lattices, such as Landau-
Zener Bloch Oscillations [151], disorder (Anderson) and nonlinearity induced locali-
sation [152], have recently attracted great attention in theoretical physics, and can be
successfully realised in the photonic setups. The experimental setup discussed in Chap-
ter 6 can be used to study various two-body problems such as fermionisation of two
bosons in the strong interaction regime. In this work, we discussed coherent destruc-
tion of tunnelling for the paired state in a one-dimensional (tight binding) lattice driven
by an analogous external force with high frequency. Experimental investigation of a
similar phenomenon in the low frequency regime will be interesting. The demonstra-
tion of anomalous edge modes (Chapter 7) opens up the possibilities to experimentally
investigate similar phenomena in the presence of nonlinearity and disorder [153].
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Appendix A
Photographs
Fig. A.1: Experimental setup for exciting the desired lattice sites at the input of the photonic
rhombic/Lieb lattice (Photonic Instrumention Group, Heriot-Watt University). See
also Fig. 4.3 for the schematic diagram.
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Appendix B
Floquet quasienergy spectrum using the strip geometry
Here, we consider a square lattice with two lattice sites (A and B) per basis (see Fig. B.1),
which is very similar to the driven lattice discussed in Chapter 7. However, for the
time being, we ignore the modulation of the of the Hamiltonian in time. The hopping
amplitudes are denoted by κ1, κ2, κ3 and κ4. Note that the lattice is periodic along the
y direction, and finite along the x direction. For simplicity we have considered only
four sites the x direction. To obtain the band structure for this strip geometry, we first
Fig. B.1: Strip geometry which is periodic along y direction.
write the Hamiltonian in the real space, considering the unit cell indicated by the dashed
rectangle in Fig. B.1.
Hˆ =−
∑
m
[
κ2Bˆ
†
1,mAˆ1,m + κ4Aˆ
†
1,m+1Bˆ1,m + κ4Aˆ
†
2,mBˆ2,m + κ2Bˆ
†
2,m+1Aˆ2,m
+ κ2Bˆ
†
3,mAˆ3,m + κ4Aˆ
†
3,m+1Bˆ3,m + κ4Aˆ
†
4,mBˆ4,m + κ2Bˆ
†
4,m+1Aˆ4,m
+ κ1Bˆ
†
2,mAˆ1,m + κ3Aˆ
†
2,mBˆ1,m + κ3Aˆ
†
3,mBˆ2,m
+ κ1Bˆ
†
3,mAˆ2,m + κ1Bˆ
†
4,mAˆ3,m + κ3Aˆ
†
4,mBˆ3,m
]
+ h.c. (B.1)
Notations and symbols have their usual meaning. After Fourier transformation, Eq. (B.1)
can be written as:
Hˆ =
∑
k
(
Aˆ†k Bˆ
†
k
)
Hˆk
Aˆk
Bˆk
 , (B.2)
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where Mˆk≡(Mˆ1 Mˆ2 Mˆ3 Mˆ4), and
Hˆk =

0 0 0 0 −∆1 −κ1 0 0
0 0 0 0 −κ3 −∆2 −κ1 0
0 0 0 0 0 −κ3 −∆1 −κ1
0 0 0 0 0 0 −κ3 −∆2
−∆3 −κ3 0 0 0 0 0 0
−κ1 −∆4 −κ3 0 0 0 0 0
0 −κ1 −∆3 −κ3 0 0 0 0
0 0 −κ1 −∆4 0 0 0 0

(B.3)
In Eq. (B.3), ∆1=κ4 exp(ika) +κ2, ∆2=κ4 +κ2 exp(−ika), ∆3=κ2 +κ4 exp(−ika),
and ∆4=κ2 exp(ika) + κ4.
Now consider the driving protocol described in Section 7.3 (Case 1). In this case, the
Hamiltonian, Hˆk,n (n= 1, 2, 3 and 4) is piecewise constant in (analogous) time within
the interval (n− 1)z0/4≤ z0≤ nz0/4; z0 is the total period. We can now construct the
evolution operators defined as:
Uˆ(k, z0) = Uˆ4Uˆ3Uˆ2Uˆ1
= e−iHˆk,4z0/4e−iHˆk,3z0/4e−iHˆk,2z0/4e−iHˆk,1z0/4. (B.4)
It should be mentioned that the evolution operators are characterised by:
Uˆ1 : κ1 = κ, κ2,3,4 = 0,
Uˆ2 : κ2 = κ, κ1,3,4 = 0,
Uˆ3 : κ3 = κ, κ1,2,4 = 0,
Uˆ4 : κ4 = κ, κ1,2,3 = 0. (B.5)
Now the quasienergy spectrum is obtained from the effective Hamiltonian which can be
evaluated as
Hˆeff(k) =
i
z0
log Uˆ(z0). (B.6)
The Floquet quasienergy presented in Fig. 7.8 (b) was numerically calculated using the
Eq. (B.4)–(B.6) with κz0/4=pi/2.
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